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1. Introduction 

Pc\ticdrs form an integral and indispensable pait of the woild agnculturz The application of peatudes 
h a  nut only incrcascd the total and thc average per hecfa~c yields. but also cont~olled va~ious vector-borne 
diseascs Desplte these benefits there are significant msks nssocnted with the lncrcased usagc of pestiades 
resulting in ennronmental pollution affecting all forms of life. Human po~somng is the highest pnce paid. 
Stringent lawa governing the safe use o i  pesticides have been ~mplernented in vanous Lountries. Highly 
toxic or persistent pesticides such as arganochlannes and mcrcurials have been banned or their usc re- 
rtncted in most of the advanced countries The current emphasis, therefarc, IS an the use and development 
oi bmdegrxdahle nm-peraicknl and less toxic alternatives 

Olganopho\phorous pesticides have been uwd increasingly over the last decade as replaccmrnt for the 
more persistent organochlorine and mercurial pestindes'. They arc suscepnble to chemical and biolog~al 
degadatlon in the environment. Even though m~crobial attack on organophosphorous pesticides 1s well 
documented, only ~n a few cases the routes and intermediates have been elucidated'. This a mainly 
because of the low solubility1n~iscibilIty of these pesticides in watcr and theil toxic nature. Many microor- 
ganisms produce b~ocmulsificrs or biosurfactants duling their growth on insoluble compounds such as 
hydrocarbons, elemental sulfur and 2,4,5-TI,'. At least ~n certain cases the emulsification process seems to 
be a prelude to their subsequent degradation The present investigation descrihec, lor the first time, the 
isolation and characterization of microb~al emulsifier specific to immiscible organophosphorous pesticides'. 

2. Isolation and characterization of bacteria capable of emulsification of pesticides 

Two bacterial strains capable of emulsifying immiscible organophosphorous pesticides werc isolated from 
a fa th ion  enrichment culture. These bacterial strains were ident~fied as Bncrlil*r subnli.~ dwerge forms 
based on vanous morphological, cultural and biochemical characteristics. The enlulsifying activlty from onc 
of these strains, namely, R. subtilis FE-2 was studied in detail. 

3. Physiology and characterization of emulsifying agent 

Optimal conmtions for ihe assay of emulsificatmi~ of pesticidcs were standardiscd. Thc emulsifying agenl 
was constitutively produced by the bacterium, whether or not grown in the presence of pesticrde. It was 
released in the cultures when grown on 0.05% pesticide, 0.05% glucose or 10 mM succinate The ernul~ify- 
ing activity was released by the cultures when grown in Luria broth or 1% glucose only when the pesticide 
(fenthion) was present in the medium and under high agitation conditions. The emulsiFying agent was 
nondralysable and did not require any dialysable factors or metal ions for its actlvlty. Buffering the solution 
to pH 7.0-7.6 was necessary to obtain the actmty. Thc emulsifymg agent could be precipitated wit11 
trichloroacetic acid and ammonium sulphate. It was thermostable, partially ertractcd by same solvents, 
Partially sensitive to proteases and phospholipase C and highly sensitive to lysozyme and SP 249 (another 
enzyme acting on carbohydrate moictier). The cmdsitier may, therefore, be a macromolecule, 
glymlipopeptidc in nature. 
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Tile smuiatficr was 'iighl) spccii~c to mmwlble organophosphorous pestxidm Maximal emulsification 
,\,a\ obbened nr pH v iucs  7-0-7.6 IT did not emulsify other insoluble or ~mrniscible organic compoundr 
sac11 ar organochlorine pe,nr~des md hydracarbuns. On trcatmmt of the cmdc emulsifier preparations 
wirh lysozyme, the emulcdyng activity was loit Such Iysozyme-treatad preparations, when suhject~d to 
elecrrophorebia on polyacrylvrnide gcls, showed the daappcarance of a particular proteln band The concs~  
poqdmg pri l te ,~ band In the untreated preparatron\ when extracted from the gels showed emuls~fymg 
ic~ii l ty.  The diaappzarancc of the protein band on acrylamide gcl electrophoresis consequent lo treatment 
of ernulslhcr 6 t h  !pozymc was obseived under both non-denarunng and denaturmg condit~ons. The pro- 
w:n band had an apparcnt molecular weight of 43,000. The interaction of lysozyme with thc emulsifm 
.tppr;ired to be iomc in  nature Beades, lysozyme additmn to the prefoimed emulsions resulted in the 
breakag; ut  the cmulamn. Dtcmulaification could be brou&t about by o t lm positively chagcd molecules 
i i lm 

The emuhifter (M, .13,000) was purified by ion-exchange chromatography on DEAE-Sephacel and gel 
f~ltranun on Sephacql S-200 about 50 fold and wrth a yield of 4%. 

4. Sletahulrim of psticide 

Bricriiiu subh1;in FE-2 meiejolises fenitrothion by more than one pathway-reductive and bydrolytlc. Apart 
from 3-methyl-4-ninaphenol (product of fcnitrothian hydrolyris) and ammo fcrutrothron (product o i  teni- 
trathlon rsducrmn). it iorms other chloroform soluble and highly polar metabolites. However, the rate o l  
fenitrothlon merahoiism is Ions, at least by the hydrblric pathway. Only a low level of I4CO2 is generated 
from /LI"C] fenilruthion. Thua, m the case of B a ~ ~ l l u r  subtiis FE-2 there is no correlaliun between its 
ahil~ty to emulsify and thc extent of degradation of immiscible organophosphorous pesticides. Therefore, 
the emukilrduor, ma" haw some other role for producing the strain. It a likely that B. subsls hE-2 e 
a member of mutalistic community acting on organophosphorous pesticrdcs and other xenobiot~cs in the 
natural mvironmsnr. 

The emulsifying agent described ~n the present investigation has potential applications both in pesticide 
formulations and pcsticldc disposal. It could be exploited for the removal and the recovery of peatlcides 
and in controlled de!isery systems. 
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Mechanism of electroreduction of nitrobenzene in alkaline media by K. Kannan. 
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Man) studies have been wnducted on the mechanism and end products of elemoreduction of nitroben- 
Prompted by earher reports that the reduction of nitrobcnrene in aprotic media occurs by a 
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reversible one-electron step to y~eld rad~cal anion3 and four-electron step spiits up into two steps m certain 
aqueous alkaline media', effort is directed towards understanding the conditions w h ~ h  govcrn the 
rnechamsm of thls reductjon. 

3. Results 

A wide variety of orgamc solvents Eke ethanol, chloroethanol, ethoxy ethanol, THF, d~oxan, acetonitrile, 
acetone. hexamethyl phosphvramide, DMF and DMSO are used as 40% solutiom and ionic strength is 
valied between 0.2 and 1.1 molar, always mamtaining alkali concentration as 0.2M. An examination of 
the polarograms in these different media shows that the first step of reduction 1s a single electron addition 
in every case. The product of this step, the free-radical anion PhNOi n very reactive. It reacts with the 
components of the medium as follows: 

PhNOl + e* PhNO; 

PhNOi + Soivent -+ (PhNO;),,t, 

PhNOi + Cation 4 Ion pax. 

In the present senes of expenments, aqueous solvents with 40% organic components were used. The 
rolvate formation (eqn 2) thus could involve either water or the orgamc solvent. If the solvating malecule 
is hydroxylic (ROH), the radical anion can abstract a proton &om the solvent thus 

If the solvating molecule is aprotic, the solvate still carries a negative charge and resists further reduction 
but the PhNOIH or the ion pair can be reduced more easdy. 

In media containing 40% acetonitrile, acetone, tetra-hydrofuran, dioxan and hexamethyl phosphoramide 
(solvents of high acceptor number), the radical anion is preferentially soivated by the organlc solvent even 
in the presence of excess of water molecules. So in these solvent mixtures with low ionic strength, the 
stability of the free radical solvate makes the reduction occur in two separate steps. However, in the same 
media but higher ionic strength, the probability of ion pair formation is higher and further reduction is 
favoured. Hence, as the ionic strength m the medium increases, the two steps come closer and finally 
merge together. 

2.2. Hydroxylic solvents 

Though solvents like DMF and DMSO have higher acceptor ability, they do not preferentially solvata the 
radical anion in aqueous solution. It is known that these two solvents can solvate cations more easily than 
they do solvate anions. Hence, in aqueous media contamng DMF and DMSO, it is water molecules which 
solvate the free radical anion. In aqueous media of ethanol, ethoxy ethanol, chloroethanol, DMF and 
DMSO, hydroxyhc solvates are formed, further reduction is favoured and so a single-step reduction is 
observed. 

2.3. Reaction of free radical anion 

In cases where two-step reduction occurs, h e a r  sweep voltammetry shows that the first Step is reversible 
and the second irreversible. The fint step has been examined closely. A smaU anodic step conespondmg 
to the oxidation of PhNO: is seen in the reverse scan. The anodic height is not quantitative. It is quite 
small at lower scan rates but improves as the scan rate increases, thereby showing that in flow scan rate 
experiments, PhNOi is being lost in the large time gap between its formation and detection. 

As long as the potential is not allowed to go more negative than the first step, no other product is 
indicated. However, if the potential crosses the second step, the anodic sweep shows the step due to the 
oxidation of phenyi hydroxyl amine. The same products are seen in media which give single four-electron 
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wave. Here also an anodic steD due to oxidation of PhNO? is seen. Whether the reduction occurs in a 

oxygk or ih k e  course of intermittent oxidation and reduction, the primary product is converted to azovy 
benzene. 

A study of the stepwise reduct~on by chromopotentiometry shows that the ratio of the step helght of 
the second to the first step is varying with concentration. In acetonitrile and acetone, the ratio of n2:q is 
!ess than 3 : l  at lower concentration of PhN02 and approach the value 3:l at lugher concenwation. This 
mdicates that there is some coupled chemical reaction between the two steps. The ratio of reduction to 
oxidation step height in the current reversal chromopotentiometry of the first step indicates that PhNO; 
is being last during the time scale of these experiments. Comparing the transition time constant with the 
theoretically expected value and examining it as a function of current density and time, the poss~ble 
coupled reamions in addtion to equations 2, 3 and 4 can be written as 

P W O ~  + P ~ N O ~ +  [ P ~ N O Z  PICYO;] ~ P ~ N O ~  t P ~ N O ~  (5) 

product 
and 

P ~ N O I  + PIINO~ -+ P~NO:- + P~NO,. 

2.4. DMSO as a solvent 

Of the ten solvents shidied, DMSO is unique in that there is evidence for two £oms of pheny! hydroxyl 
amino and two forms of nitrobenzene in equilibrium in t h s  medium. Probably one of them is solvated 
hpecies and the other is unsolvated. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

New kinematic studies on the proportional navigation problem by U. S. Shukla. 
Research supervisors: P. R. Mahapatra and N. Balakrishnan. 
Department: Aerospace Engineering. 

The work concerns with the study of the kinematia of pursuer motion under Proportional Navigation 
(PN) Iaw'which has found wide practical usage in a number of realistic applications, especially in aerospace 
guidance systems. The aim of the study has been ro derive explicit analytical solutions for the Pure 
Ropordonal Navigation (PPN) that are both accurate and versatile and are applicable for both non-man- 
euvering and m a n e u v e ~ g  target eases. The solutions are valid over a wide range of engagement geomet- 
ries and constitute a suhrantial qualitative and quantitative refinement over currently available classical 
bear solutions2 which are valid only for near-tailchase geometries. 
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2. The status of PN study 

The current analytical insight into PN behavior, a.5 obmned from pubhahed literature, is far from cumpletc 
W e  approach to solving the PN problem has becn made hitherto along two principal directions. The pnmc 
difference between these two arises from the way PN is defined. Whde one class consists of PPN and 11s 
variants which are referenced with respecl to pursuer velocity vector, the other class has LOS-referenced 
laws' like True Proportional Nangation (l'PN) and its generalizations as its members From a point of 
view of mathematml analysis, 11 has been posslble to solve the LOS-referenced laws in closed form 
(though the solut~ons a n  mostly implicit in nature) for at least the non-maneuveung target case In con- 
trast, PPN* has been solved m closed form, for the non-maneuvering target, only for the less useful 
dlscrete values 1 and 2 of N It has been shown m this work that notwithstanding the rdarive dllticulties 
in solving the PPN problem, PPN (including ~ t s  variants) is the most natural PN law and therefore deserves 
a closer study. This conclusion is drawn based on the facts that the LOS-referenced laws that are not 
practically implementable reqnre forward acceleratlon/decrleration, are incfflcient, lead to severe con- 
straint~ on the initial engagement geometry to ensure acceptable trajectory behawor and intercept and are 
thus less robust. Also, the rclauve analytical advantage of LOS-referenced PN lamas does not appear 
sustainable as more realistic PN scenarios are analy,ed. The relatwe importance of PPN as also its rela- 
tively low level of mathematical duvdopment has been the primc motivation for this work and itr major 
cantnbutions fall m this area 

In the absence of closed-form solutions for the PPN problem, reliance has been placed on heanzed 
solutions, although limited qualitative treatment is available that only establishes certain bounds on the 
trajectory behavior. The linear solutions are simple and useful, and have provided cansldcrable insight 
into the PN system behawor. A systematrc deiivatlon is made in t h ~ s  work of the linear solution to sewe 

the basis far a uniform treatmen1 and system of notation for application to the formulation The linrar 
solution also servcs as a basic reference for assessing mprovements resulting from the more retined treat- 
ments and helps m Identifying the structural generalizations acheved. 

3. Main results 

Biased PN (BPN)' is one of the variants that improves the cffincncy of the basic PPN. The llncar thcory 
is extended to the treatment of BPN case and the performance of BPN is optimized to obrain the optimum 
bias value. It is shown through concrete examples of both atmospheric and extra-atmospheric engagement 
scenarios that control effort saving by a factor of as much as 3 1s possible under realistic conditions through 
the use of optimum bias. 

The work then concentrates on the development of analytical solutions for Lhe PPN law which are valid 
over a wide range of engagement eonditmns. A quasilinear (QL)' approach is used to approximate thc 
ongnal nonlinear PPN dfierential equations and the resulting single-iteration QL equations are solved m 
dosed form. The explint expressions so obtained for the trajectory parameters are found Lo yield very 
accurate results over a wide range of engagement geornetnes wrth a proper cho~ce of d i a l  approximation 
to the solut~on. 

The issue of obtainmr a good inma1 amroximation is studied m detail. A sensitivity study has been - - . . . . 
carried out and an analytical optimization bas been performed lo obtain the best initial approxirnatmn at 
any pomt during the engaremcnt. In addmon, a set of heunstlc cholces for the initial approximations have . . - . -  
also been made m view of their extreme l o g d  simplicity. In particular, a has been shown that the choice 
of initial LOS angle as the initial approximation results in conslderablc simplification of the expressions 
for tralectory parameters while providmg goad accuracy of the ~esults throughout the trajectory. The 
choice of such an mitial approximation has reduced the QL solulion to a generalized linear (GI.) form 
which is iurther reduced through a weak application of the small-angle approximations, to obtain a solutlon 
which has the same form as the class~cal linear (CL) solutmn. However, the GL solution 1s found to be 
valid over a wide range 01 engagement geometries and is analytically shown to be a conaistant grne~alira- 
tion of the CL solution. The power of the GL solution derives from a generalization of the effective 
na~igation constant of the CL solution. 
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While the main results oi the anal>ricai QL solution have been derived by cons~dering only the first-order 
term in the Tavlois sencs expanston in functlan space, to study the improvement in accuracy and to gain 
itsight mto :he convergence properties oi the solution, a second-order QL solution has also been derived. 
The second-order solutlon, erpectedly, gives further tmprovement in the accuracy and lends confidence 
regarding the convergence behavior of the QL solutlon. This solution is again shown to be a consistent 
generalization of the first-order QL solution. 

This work also deals wlth the difficult case of PN guidance against a laterally maneuvering target. A 
perturbation technique is employed. in additlon to quasilinearizatlon process, to obtain an approximate 
solution in closed form. Tne solutmns for all the impostant trajectory parameters have been obtained 
expliatly even for this complex case. The solution for maneuvering targets is shown to be valid over a 
wide range of engagement geometries, besides being valid for high target maneuvers also. A major feature 
of the approach used has been the establishment of a consistent hierarchy of explicit solutions in which 
stsuctural similaritv is mamtaincd between solurions of various levels. 
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Optimum constant-power compact pulse codes for rejection of range-Doppler radar 
clutter bv T. K. Bhattachawa. - ~~ ~-~ .-. . 

~ e t e n r c d  supenisors: S ~ilabrishoan and P. K. hlahaparra. 
Department: Aerospace Engineering. 

Io mosi practical situations. the detection capability of a radar is more often Limited by the presence of 
clutter than by noise. Conventionally, improved immundy to clutter or the clutter rejection is achieved by 
an appropriate design of either the receiver filter, the transmitter waveform or both. The ease of realization 
and the versatility to work in a wide variety of clutter environments which form the basis for most 
operational radars, favor the choice of transmitter waveform design for improving clutter rejection. Of the 
possible transmitter waveforms, those that involve frequency and phase modulations are capable of en- 
hanced performance. However, a systematic design methodology to exploit such signals to offer enhanced 
perfonImce in the presence of an a priori known clutter distribution, has not been evolved in the open 
literature so far. This work is a contribution towards bridging this gap. 

The main thrust of this work is two fold. The first is to develop a versatile design methodology that 
offers enhanced detection capabilities of targets in clutter-limited environments. The second emphasis is 
to generate, for the fint time, exhaustive numerical results that illustrate the extent of improvements in 
clutter rejection that are possible in typical targetslutter scenarios with frequency, phase and the combined 
frequency and phase modulated, compact pulse bursts. 
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The versatility of ihe methods developed in thi? work sterns from the fact that clutter rejection 1s studicd 
using cornpletc mforrnation ava~lablc from the ambiguity functm in the delay-Dupplc, plane The maximi- 
zation of the performance cnterion of SIR is irrst shown to reduce to that of minimization oi thc clutter 
integral. The clutter integral is a complex functlon of only the pulse burst parameten whcn a matched 
tiltrr receiver is aasumcd In this work. elcgant mathematicdl expre?iions for the duttcr integral havc bcen 
"blamed for all the signal familm m such a way that the clutter mtcpral 1s computationally convenient to 
cvaluate These expressions whlch are onglnal to this work are only a first step towards maklng the slgnai 
design v t r s a t k  The ahillty of the design methodology reported hare is enhanced by the use of Simplex 
method' whlch is a nonlinear optmizatlon tcchniquc and has an mherent immunity to convergence to local 
minima. The latter aspect is very Important slnce the clutter mtegial 1s a hlghly nonlinear funcuon of the 
subpulse parumtcrs In brief, both the fom~ulation of thc cluttcr integral and the choice of minimization 
contribute to the versatility of the methods described. A hrief review of the major reaults obrained is made 
here. 

2. Clutter description 

The most genrial and practically realist~c description of the clutter dlstribution mcludes the delay-Doppler 
occupancy O F  the clutter. Dcpcnding on the causca, eithcr natural or man-madc, the clutter can have 
significant spread m both range and velocity. Such clutter distributrons are described by a Z-D dlstribution 
in the delay-Doppler plane of the ambiguity function of the radar. The paucity of results in the literature 
that deal with arb~tiary Z-D clutter scei~arios is ~ndlcatiue of the importance of our work and almost all 
the fomulations and the assaciatcd numcncvl results a x  reportcd here for the first time. 

For illustrative purpoao, Leven 2-D clutter distributions pertaining to different possible pmctical situa- 
tions have been considered. These dlstribut~ons have dlstinct delay-Doppler cxtcnts and are uscd as 
testbeds for cvaluaring and ompaling the clurter-rejection prope~ies  of the codes designed by us and also 
of other 51andard codes available ~n the iilcrature. However, all the signal design techniques em$mented 
in thts work are inherently capablc of yielding optimum clutter rejection against any arbitrarily defined 
delay-Doppler extents of the clutter. 

3.1 PSK pulse bursis 

The performance of the PSK codes is studied in this work in the presence of arbitrary delayDoppler 
clutter. The comparison of the optimum PSK codes generated is done with the popular Barkc? and Frank' 
codes, though thc lattcr codes arc only optimum against 1-D, zero-Doppler clutter only. S~gnif~cant perfor- 
m a n e  improvements, as compared to Barker and Frank codes, are obtained [or all thc seven clutter 
distributions. PSK bursts of lengths 5, 7, 13, 25 and 65 are considered to demonstrate the cxteni oI 
improvement in clutter rejection that is possible with increase In burst icngth. Pulse bursts up  to 65 pulses 
long were designed. T h ~ s  is an indication that the technique evolved by us is more than capable of 
handling realistic and practical radar .iignal dmign. 

It is shown that the aptirnum PSK cignal design yields codes w~th  smaller burst length as compared to 
the Barker code for the same duttcr-rejection property. For example, the optimum 7-pulsc PSK burst is 
seen to have nearly the same clutter integral values as that of 13-pulse Barker code, for all the seven 
clutter distributions. 

3.2. FSK burris 

FSK busts can he designed to have larger handwidths than the PSK bulsts and hence they possess better 
clutter-relection capabilities. In general, the maximum usable bandwidth of FSK bursts is limited to N2 (N 
being the length of the pulse burs) Hlgher bandwidth than N~ does not give perfom~.ulce improvement 
that is commensurate with the deterioration in SNR. The bandwidth available to the signal deslgner 1s 

limited further by other tactical requirements. IIence. to evolve a design methodology that has wide 
applicability, FSK bunts have been destgned w t h  the allowable bandwidth as a constraint. 

The clutter integral values and the maximum sidelobe levels were also calculated for the codes deccribed 
by Costa$, Menereau er oP and Titlebaum et rip for the purpose of comparison. It is shown that the 
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optimum FSK codes cre belter than the above gmcral-pu~pose codes for ail seven clulter distri- 
butions. 

n , e  improved performance of FSK soda  is shown to be even more apparenl when the allowable slgnal 
bandw~dth is reduced. This s attributed to the larger dctrrlorat~on in the pcriurmancc of Coslas, Merse- 
ie.lu, and Titlrbaum codes at lower signal baridw~dths. 

11 ia wortb not~ng that the FSK design technique that works for 2-D clutrer distributions and with a 
prcspcaficd bandwidth has been developed for the f m t  time and t h ~ s  has large practical utility. 

P&FSK bursts offer the possibility of a better control over the frequency spectrum occupied by the s~gnal 
Ths can, in certain utuatmns, be used for improving the clulter-rejection propeihcs 01 thz slgnal To thli 
end. a des ip  technique whcrcin both the frequency and phasc of thc subpulses are used as dcsign variables 
is evolved. These ngnds are denoted as P&FSK hursts. 

It e shown that when the avadable bandwidth is of the order of N" the mprovements ~n the clutter 
integral valuaa of the P&FSK bursts arc not ilgnlficant as compared Lo thc FSK bursts. Hovever, for d l  
the seven clutter dismbutmns, the clutter integral values for the PBFSK bursts were shown to be slgnific- 
and? lower rhan char of FSK bunts, when the allowable bandwxdth is reduced from N'. In effect, 11 is 
shown that simulraneons cont~ol over the phase and frequency of the subpulses is most effective whenever 
the allowable bandwidth is at a premlurn 

3.4 Integer PSK hursr? 

7he practical realization of PSK hums bemmes simpler when the number of admissible phases is reduced 
to a few in number. To address such a class of requrements, a discrete or mtcgcr optmization technique 
is reported in this work m d  signals denorcd as Integer PSK bursts are designed. 

Two practically attractivz phase-coding schemes are used for dlustranon. They are the biphase codes, 
wth the admissible p h a m  of (0, ), and the quadphase codes, with the admissible phasea of (0, 12, ,3 12). 
h algodrhm based on 1s shown to hc effective in handling the restrrction that the allowable 
phasea are finite in number The basic philosophy of the algorithm has been to convert the constmined 
opt~mization problem into a selies of uncanstra~ncd optimization exelcses. This has permitted the use of 
rhe Simplex method also to the integer PSK bursts Wlth this, all the attractive features of the Smm&x 
method such as immunity to convergence to local m i m a  are also rctained in the integer PSK deiign. 

It is shown that the optimum integer PSK signal des~gn offers nearly the same performance as the 
continuous PSK codes for all thc seven clutter distributmns, even when the admissible phases arc reduced 
to rhe biphase set. 

4. Conclusions 

Thus, from the results obtained it can be concluded that the slgnal deslgn methodology reported here is 
vemtilc Io handle general Z-D clutter distributions. Thc advantages of usinp u priori knowledge about thc 
delay-Doppler occupancy of the clutter in the signal design effort in a systemaflc manner have also been 
d!ustrated. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Structure of turbulence in a neutrally stable atmospheric boundary layer by Sudarsh 
V. Kailas. 
Research supervisors: R. Narasimha and Sulochana Gadgil. 
Department: Aerospace Engineering. 

1. Intraduetion 

Ever since the discovery of bursts in a turbulent boundary layer', a variety of experimental studles have 
been carried out by many workers in an attempt at elucidating the nature of tlus phenomenonzd. There 
have also been investigations of energy production in geophysical boundary layen7-'0. However, these 
geophysical studies have generally not received rhe attentLon we believe they merit from laboratory fluid 
dynamicists, the reason in part being that the results are difficult to assess as the methods used have in 
general been different from those used in the laboratory. We, therefore, study here the atmospheric 
boundary layer using the well-known VITA technique" to detect events in the atmosphere which, besides 
being of use to atmospheric scientists in such problems as pollutant dispersion and mixing, evaporation in 
maritime boundary layer and transfer of heat and momentum across geophysical boundaries, could also 
shed light on the nature of the bursting phenomenon at hlgh Reynolds numbers. In particular, data on 
the frequency of such events would be decisive because of the identity of wall scales in laboratory and 
atmospheric flows accompanied by a vast dispanty (1:109 in the outer scales. 

2. Mean flow variables and selection of data subsets 

The data analysed were recorded at near-neutral conditions of stab~lity on the 300 m instrumented tower 
at the Boulder Atmospheric Observatory (described by Kaimal and Gayno?) and include all three velocity 
components measured by sonic anemometers, and temperature, a t  eight heights above ground. 

A detailed study of the mean flow was useful in bringing out a qualitative similarity between the atmos- 
pheric and laboratory data, elucidating the large-scale flow conditions lrke stability characteristics, and 
identifying data subsets which were stationary and neutrally stable. 

2.1. The VITA technique 

The variable interval time average (VITA) technique, as developed by Blackwelder and ~aplan" ,  defines 
a short-time variance D for any fluctuating turbulent quantity p' a s  

I + t.n 

L - in r-b$L 

where r, is a prescribed time interval of averaging. The mean square value of p', deiined as 
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p' = lim D(p'; t, t,), 
la,.+ = 

is of course independent of Z m steady flow. 

W h e n  a peak in the short-time vmiance signal D exceeds a certain discriminator level k@< where k is 
any prescribed threshold, we shall say that a 'special event' of intensity k has occurred. 

2.2. Energy events 

Events were detected from the u' signal (homontai velociiy) by applylng VITA on various stretches of 
data, and the dependence of the event frequency on both k and I., has been studied. These results show 
a remarkable similarity to those of Jahansson and AIfredsson4 in a channel, but do not suggest any method 
of determining a unique event frequency. Sinnlar results are obtained with vertical velocity and tempera- 
hire. A study of the conditional averages over different numbers of events shows striking qualitative 
similarity with laboratory data, but the bursts occur at much longer time intervals (of the order of one 
per minute) than inner scaling would ~mply. 

A modification of the VITA technique, permitting detection of events directly from the instantaneous 
product of the fluctuating vclocity components, has been applied to analyse momentum flu events. It is 
found rhat events detected at low t, (say 0.3s) tend frequently to form 'clusters', which appear as single 
events at !arger t.,(e.g., 10s). Such events aie termed 'super-events'. Other events which stand lsolated at 
any i,, ate termed ' o r d m q  events'. Ordinary events are again found to be of two types, those that are 
detected only at some particular I,, (called 'unwrrelated ordinary events') and others detected over a wide 
range of t, (called 'correlated ordinary events'). 

Analpis of stress generation rates shows that each super-event contributes on an average twice as much 
to the total flux as an ordinary event. 

Conditional averages of flux events reveal encouraging similarity with those measured in the laboratory 
(e.g. Thomas"). The flw-generation profile of each event reveal.! two distinct regions. In the 'core' of 
the event (within * 10s of the centre), the stress generation rate is of the order of lo-'% of the total 
5ux per second. In the 'wings', on the other hand, the rate is an order of magnitude lower. 

2.4. Probability dirnibution of evenr iniervals 

The distnbution of the time intervals between events ( i .e . ,  time hom the centre of one event to the next) 
shows rhat at I*, = 0.3s the distribution is skewed towards its ends with more than half the events being 
located closer than 20s to the next, while the longest event Interval is much larger (> 100s). On the other 
hand, the distribution at z, = 10s is weighted more to the centre of the range with more than half the 
intervals occurring between 30 and 70s, the largest interval being less than 80s. These distributions are 
similar to results on the time interval between ejections from the same streak and from different streaks 
reported by Bogard and ~iedermad in a laboratory study of channel flow. However, there is a difference 
of orders of magnitude in the number of events detected per unit time, and hence in the mean interval 
beween these events. Bogard and Tiederman6 have differenuated a burst from an ejection, and proposed 
that the modified VITA technique applied to the present flux signal and filtered at z., = 10s detecis a 
burst in this sense, i.e., a whole organized cycle of ejections. 

2.5. FIux conmibution from the biggest even* 

The complete event may be delimited by the points of intersection of the stress generation curves from 
aeighbouring events. The conttibntion to the flux from each event may then be determined, and the events 
ordered in size starting from the biggest contributor. It is found that around 11 F 2 events in each 
12-minute stretch account for over 90% of the flux in around 75% of the time. Thus the number of the 
most significant (i.e., !lux-generating) events is of the order of 10 in a 12-minute stretch. 
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2.6. Mearurement of burstiness 

From the above camputations, a curve can be drawn showing the cumulative flux contribution against 
cumulative duration for events ordered downwards according to rntensity. A strictly linear increase in flux 
contribution with time would indicate that flux generation is distributed evenly in tlme. The area covered 
by the departure of the observat~onal curve from linearity, suitably normahzed, ir proposed here as a 
measure of 'burstiness' B. With the normalization adopted B = 0 if the contribution is evenly distributed 
m time and takes a maximum value of umty ~f the total duration of all events is zero, l.e., they are all 
,~nstantaneous'. Thus burstiness quantifies both the compactness and intensity of events detected m a flow. 
The maximum value of B in all stretches analysed here was around 0.5 over heights ranging from 10 to 
300 m above ground, remainmg nearly independznt of the threshold k over a range of 0.1 to 1. Clearly, 
the events detected by the modified VITA technique contnbute to the total flux at rates well above the 
average. 

3. Conclusions 

1. The VITA technique reveals the extstence of energy events in the atmosphere which are remarkably 
similar in structure to those previously detected in low Reynolds number Laboratory flaw studies. How- 
ever, atmospheric events occur at a frequency of the order of one per minute, whlch is much lower 
than Inner scaling would imply and IS not inconsistent w~th  outer scaling. 

2. A modification of the VITA technique proposed here, when applied to the flux s~gnal, reveals events 
with many similarities to those detected m the laboratory, e.g., in the conditionally averaged veloaty 
and flux profiles, and their dependence on the height from the boundary. Several new features of flux 
event profiles are reported. 

3. The modified VITA at an appropriate to, automatically detects a special class of what we term here as 
'super-events'. 

4. The 'core' region of flux events, identified from the associated high rate of stress generation, contributes 
to the stress at rates an order of magnitude higher than the 'wings' of the event. 

5. Around ten events m a 12-minute stretch account for about 90% of the total flux. 

6 .  A measure of the burstiness of the events described here is proposed, and shown to be nearly indepen- 
dent of event intensity in the range k = 0.1 to 1. The burstiness in this range of k is found to be 
.35 i. 0.1, and does not show any strong variation with height above ground. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Some studies on the uplift and axial capacity of piles by K.  H. Venkatesh. 
Research supervisor: K. S. Subba Rao. 
Department: Civil Engineering. 

1. Introduction 

Although piles are gemrally made m groups, the understanding of slnglc pile-oil mte~act~on becomes 
impnitant as it atill forms 3 major mput in the design of pile foundations. Stud~es on ihc behaviour of 
pies'.' have helped in ldentliymg factors infiutnc~ng thc pile-soil response but manv uncertainties and 
conflming views still reman about their influence. In particular, the ,kin-fnctlon behaviour wlth regard 
to the failure surface, and the strcss-level depcndency of the pllesod interaction coefficients are aspects 
still not clearly understood. Further, for piles in clay. information regarding the adhesion factor a and its 
depcndency on prle roughncw and stress level is not ilvailahle To address all these issues an extensive 
experimental investigation was undertaken. 

2. Eqerimental programme and methodology 

Two senes of model tests were caaductcd. In the first, pile restmg wds canted out in the cnnventional 
manner whereln soil a contained in a test tank and no surdlarge pressures are imposed on the soil. A 
major drawback in t k  conventional method of testing is that the earth pressure coefiicient, K,, cannot be 
assessed from shaft load measurements without an input of tan 6. The pile-soil fiiction angle 6 is usually 
assessed from direct shear tests which do not truly refloct thc pile-sail interface characteristics consequently 
affecting the as-essment of K,. Because of this and other drawbacks an alternatrve testmg methodology 
was developed resulhng in the second series ol tests. The testing methodology involves tests in two phases 
usme a iarge triamal chamber. In thc lint phase, o, tests under controlled verbcal stresses are conducted 
for the deternunation of point resistance and so the bearrng capacity factor N, In the second phase, oh 
tests under controlled horizontal stresses similar to thc tests reportcd by Coyle and Sulaimsn3 are con- 
ducted for the determination of point and shaft resistances. 

Both push-m and pull-out tests on buried and dnven piles in sand were conducted usmg 12.7 mm dia 
smooth and 13.4 mm d ~ a  rough piles at vanous length-to-dlameter ratios (Lld) of between 6 and 20. A 
iew tests on smooth prlcs of 19-05 mm h a  drivcn mto sand were also conducted. The relauve dmsity of 
sand w a  vaned between 40 and 80%. Apart from tests in sand, push-111 tests on buned pries in clay were 
also conducted to measure the tlp and shaft resistances. 

3. Uplifl theory far bored piles in sand 

It is now well established chat the unit skin Eriction does not increase monoton~cdy with pile depth but 
instead reaches aImost constant values beyond a certain critical depth1". At present an uplift theory which 
predicts such a behaviour is not available. A general theory for uplift of bored pilcs in rand havmg not 
an$ the capabihty of predicting the ultimate skin friction but also that of the critical depth beyond which 
sliin friction becomes constant has been developed in this work. Tha theory is based on the assumption 
of a curved failure surface initiated dong the pile shaft at the tip level and gradually progressing upwards 
and outwards until it is inclined at the ground level at (45 - ~$42) to the hanmntal. The ultimate u p i l  
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capacity in terms of the pile length, pile roughness and shear strength of soil has been arnved at by 
the limit equiiibriunl method. Comparison of the theory with the experimrntal results obtained from 
literature indicates that pred~ctions made uslng the suggested theory are not only as good as t!wrc 
made using other available theones'.' but also in accordance with the actual behaviour of piles In 
uplift. In other words, the theory ~s also capable of predicting very reasonabie values of the extent of 
failure surface at the ground level and the limit~ng skin-friction and cntical depth values. 

4. Results and conclosions 

Test results indicate that the developed testing methodology can afford satisfactory and realistic assess- 
ment of pile-soil interaction coefficlents such as N,, K,  and tan 6 for piles in sand, and N, and a for 
piles in clay. From d~rec t  measurements of pde-so11 fiiction angle S through oh tests, it is found that 
6 varies from 18 to 20' for smooth piles depending on the relatwe density. For the rough piles, S is 
greater than $ and depends on soil density and stress level to a little extent. This suggests that faxlure 
1s not exactly along pile-soil interface but a littie away from it. The extent of failure surface depends 
on the stress level in soil and pile length. For the limiting condition of 6 = 4, the failure surface 
diameter 1s about 2.5 pile diameters for tests without surcharge, while for tests with surcharge 11 1s 2 
pile diameters. 

By a combination of a, and ah tests, earth pressure coefficients have been assessed mrectly wlthout 
consideration of tan 6. The procedure for assessment of K, is to determine the u, and a, stress levels 
from the corresponding tests which give the same unit point resistance value for a given density of soil 
and pile type. The ratio aJah then automatically gives K,. The average K, values so determined vary 
from 0.84 to 1.4 and are not significantly affected either by .+ or  6 .  

Push-in and pull-out tests mdicate that the unit shaft resistance during pull-out is less than that 
during push-in by about 20% for buned piles and by as much as 50% for driven piles. 

Stress level in the sod also affects the unit tip resistance and therefore the bearing capacity factors. 
For piles in medium dense sand N, decreases from 300 to 51 at surcharge pressure 
of 0.64 kg/cm2. Further, Nq reaches a constant value of about 19 at higher stress levels beyond 
3 kg/cm2. For pdes in clay a constant N, value of 9 is usually assumed for pile designs6. However, tests 
indicate that N, varies from 7 to 12 depending on the stress level in the soil, h~gher the stress level 
higher being the value. 

For piles in clay, the adhesion factors depend on soil shear strength, stress level and pile 
roughness. In this case too, shaft failure for rough piles is away from the pile-soil interface. 
The failure surface diameter is about 1.6 dia. The adhesion factor variation is from - 0.2 to - 0.94. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Bearing capacity of reinforced soil beds by Hans Raj Singh. 
Research supenisors: A. Sridharan and B. R. Srinivasa Murthy. 
Department: Civil Engineering. 

Reinforced soil is one of the last growing construction techniques whlch a becoming popular all over the 
world. One of the potential fields of application where this technique could be effective alternative to the 
conventional ground improvement techniques is in the improvement of beanng capacity of weak soils. 
Reinforced soil foundation bed is a soil foundation containing horizontally embedded thin flat metal strips, 
ties or grids. 

Although the concept of reinforcing weak foundation soils is no new idea, it is yet to be eaplo~ted. To 
bring the study on reinforced sod bed to a stage at which it can be adopted for designs, appropriate 
analyses supported by suitable experiments are necessary. This investigation is an attempt towards this goal. 

2. Scope of the present investigation 

A critical review and discussion on the available literature point to the fact that more research work is 
needed to undersrand the behaviour of re~nforced soil beds and to fornulate suitable analysis and des~gn 
methods for the same. It is m this direction the scope of the present work has been formulated. This 
uwdves evolving suitable methods of analysis for various types of footmgs, experimental venficatron of 
the methods and famulat~on of suitable design procedures. It is proposed to study the possibility of using 
the grid reinforcements w~th appropriate method of analysis. It is attempted to throw more tight on the 
mobilization of friction coefficient. 

3. Analysis of reinforced soil beds 

The method of analysis developed by Binquet and ~ e e ' , ~  does not agree Fully with the experimental 
observations due to a number of simplifying assumptions. In this investigation we propose modifications 
to the above method of analysis and extend the same to other shapes of footings, vir., rectangular, square 
and circular. 

The overall analysis requires the estimation of normal force on the plan area of the reinforcement 
projected beyond the edges of the footing. Using elastic theory, solutions have been obtained, charts and 
tables have been presented which help in the ready estimation of normal force on a given configuration 
of the reinforcement. ' h e  bearing capacity problem has been solved at two stages, viz., load-carrying 
capacity at a given settlement and the ultimate load-carrying capacity. An approach to estimate the realistic 
value of mobilised angle of interfacial friction has been presented. The analysis on the bearing capacity 
has resulted in the deveiopment of general equations of the bearing capacity ratio for the above conditions. 
The Overall examination of the resulting equations for bearing capacity ratio has been made in terms of 
variations of different and mumally dependent parameters like d e ~ t h  of first layer of reinforcement, vertical 
spacing between 
of the footings. 

of reinforcement, number layers and shape and size 

4. Experimental 'ialidation of the analysis 

The validity of the above proposed method of analysis in relation to the results of carefully conducted 
model plate load tests is examined. The experimental programme essentially consists of a series of model 
plate load tests on dense sand reinforced with aluminium strips, varying the different parameters. A brief 
discussion on the mechanism of interfadal fricflon mobilisation and the method of determination of the 
same has been presented. An examination of the methods of analysis proposed has indicated its validity 
ro a high degree for the cases of load settiemeat behaviour and ultimate failure conditions, in relation to 
the experimental data. 
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5. Alternative reinforcement form-The grids 

~ h z  mobiiisation of mterfacial friction is essent~al for the performance of remforced soil beds. It is attemp- 
ted to ach~eve more effectively thr mobihsat~on of interfacial friction by using alternative reinforcement 

in the form of grids. This has been atiemplcd through a sysiernatic experimental programme 
consisting of plate load tests on reinforced soil beds with grids. The effect of various parameters, viz., 
depth of first layer, number of layers, size and placement pattern of the reinforcement, and size and shapc 
of thc footings on the load-seltlsment behaviour ha\ been brought out 

6. Analysis of reinforced soil be& with grid reinforefment 

The melhod of analysis whlch is presented for strip relnforcernent is examined for grid reinforcement. The 
test results with grid reinforcement presented m this mvestlgation farm the basis. The behawourai 
mechamsm and mechanism of mobilisation of interfacial fnctlon has been brought out. Charts and tables 
far non-dimensional normal force factor applicable to grid reiniorcement are presented. Aftcr ccrtain 
modifications to the method of analysis proposed for strip reinforcement, it fully satisbed the rcsulta 
obtained with the grid reinforcement. 

7. Design of reillforced soil beds 

With the method of analysis devtloped for remforced mil beds with aluminium stnplmild steel grid rein- 
forcement for different shapes of footings and exanunatmn of ihcir validity through the experimental 
results, it is possible to formulate a design methodology for reinforced soil beds. The dcslgn procedures 
are presented in this ~nvest~gation wlth suitable examples. 

8. Conelu~ions 

The following specific conclusions of practical Importance are made in this investigation 

The analysis presented by Binquct and Lee for the case of strip footmg with strip reinforcement needs 
some modifications to explain the expenmental results consistently. ModiIicatbna were made to extend it 
to other shapes of footings and @d remforcement. 

The modified analysis of remforced soil foundation beds has resulted in the development of unique 
equations for the bearing capacity ratio (which is defined as the ratio 01 load canied by the reinforced 
soil to that of the unreinforccd conhtion at the same settlement level). 

The computation of normal force on the plan area of reinforcement and estimation of the interiac~al 
friction angle are the two essential steps in the computation of bearing capacity ralio. The process has 
been simplified by presenting suitable charts and tables in non-dimensional forms which can be directly 
used for the same purpose. 

The proposed method of estimation of strain level at different positions of the reinforcement appears 
to be reasonable and using t h s  thc interfacial friction angle at Merent  reinforcement pontion and settle- 
ment level can he obtained from the results nf direct sliding or pull-out tests, as the case may be 

If strip remforccment is not interconnected, such reinforcement which is parallel to the edges of the 
footing and placed beyond the edges, does not contribute to the load-caning capaclty and hence need not 
be used. 

For a given type of reinforcement material, the thickoess of the reinforcement will not influence much 
in the mobilization of mterianal friction. 

The dcpth of first layer of reinforcement from the level of the footing, irrespective of the number of 
layers of reinforcement, appears to be optmal at 0.25B. 

The optimal vertical spacing between the reinforcement layen depends on the total number of layers 
and size of the reinforcement. 
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~ear lng  capacity ratlo is generally proportional to the number of layers up to four layers and further 
the rate of ~ncrease per layer decreases. 

For gnd hpe  of reinforcement, bearing capacity ratio is proportional to the size of the reinforcement 
up to ZB " 2B slze and further the increase in bearing capaclty ratio 1s not s~gniflcant. 

me shape effect of the footing 18 not pronounced m the case of reinforced soil due to coherent mass 
actlon of the remforced soil. However, the bearing capacity rario depends on the shape of the footlng due 
to the dominance of the shape factor on the unreinforccd condltior;. 

The effect of slze of the faotmg on reinforced sand bed is similar to that of unreinforced condition, the 
number of layers of renforcement being the same. 

In the analysis of reinforced soil beds with stiff grid remforcement, the reinforcement present right 
below the foot~ng plays an in~ponant role. Due to several contribuflng factors, it makes the footing to 
behavc as if it has been located at the level of bottom-most layer of the reinforcement. The additionai 
bearing capacity ratio obtained thus should be added to the predicted beanng capacity ratio. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Design for testability and fault analysis in PLAs and general combinational circuits by 
James Jacob. 
Research s u p e ~ s o r :  N. N. Biswas. 
Department: Electrical Communication Engineering. 

1. Introduction 

With the advent of very largz scale integrated (VLSI) circuit technology, the problem of test generation 
and fault diagnosis for these dences has become an extremely complex task. A single VLSI chip may 
today contain more than one d o n  components and their interconnections. Development of algorithms 
that can efficiently generate test vectors for such complex digital logic circuits is an active area of current 
research. Further, design for testability ( D m )  techniques, which aim to simplify the testing problem by 
incorporating additional circuitry, are gaining acceptance. Theoretical results on the multiple fault detection 
capabdity of single fault test sets are also useful since most test-generation algorithms make the simplifying 
assumption that only one fault is present in a circuit at a given instant. 

This work makes three contributions to the area of digital logic testing. First, an effinent test-generation 
algorithm is developed and implemented in software for an important class of circuits known as programm- 
able logic mays  (PLAs). Second, a DFT technique requiring minimal extra hardware, which makes the 
testing of PLAs extremely simple, is proposed. Third, a theoretical analysis of the multiplc fault coverage 
cspability of single stuck fault test sets is carried out, which brings out the necessity of test sets with high 
coverage of faults of relatively small sizes. 

2. Ted-generation algaithra for PLAs 

PLAs are being extensively used in today's LSI and VLSI circuit design and are generally tested employing 
the henoWnt fault model. The four types of crosspoint faults that may occur in a PLA may be classified 
as growth, shrinkage, appearance and disappearance faults. An algorithm named PLATES is developed 
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to Qeneiatc a near-mimmal test set to detcct ail sgnal crosspomt faulls In a PLA1 Powcriul heuristics are 
employed to speed up the tebt generalion and rninirn~ratiort phases. both oi w h ~ h  arc k n o w  to be 
NP-complete problems A nova1 featwe or the algorithm is thal for the !arge number of shrinkage iaults 
In a PLA, tlmc-consumq cubical set ditferer.cc computatmns haw bcen completely molded. It is proved 
that shrmkage testa can be denved from the set ot disappearance tests on a product term by adoptlng a 
~lmplc Panit-amulatmn strategy along wlth cubical mtersection operations Tile periormance of a Paacal 
implsmentai~on of PLATES is compared with that of PLATYPUS. wh~cli is the best known PLA teat- 
genrratmn algorithm cnneiilly niahble.  It is shown that PLATES has a run-t~me performance s~m~lar  to 
PLATYPUS and on the whale lcilds to over 7% savmgi in the size of thc lest set. 

3. Design for testabiiit) 

The need to design PLAc fur teatability is highhghted hy poinl~ng out the deficiencies of test sets dcrivcd 
under thc singlc crasspomt Cault assumpt~on2. A simple scheme to design a completely tcsrablc PLA by 
addma a ahlfr register and an extra observable output line called wutch-line 1s developed. l h i s  approach 
highly simplifies the lest gcneratiosl Icir PLAb and cnaures the detection of all posalble ~umhinauons of 
multiple ~roaspoint. \luck and budging faults. The proposcd design rcquircs less extra hardware and fewei 
test vectors compared to other competing approachzs and also adds an onllne chcchng feature to the 
testable PLA3. 

4. Multiple fault coverage analysis 

A n  analysa of the rnuitrple iluck fault dctsct~un capability o l  a ~ioglc fault test re1 (SFT) is carned out 
ior gencral multiple-outpm combrnational clrcuits"crtain faults m a circuit are guaranteed to bc detected 
(GTBD) by any SFT for all smgle-stuck faults in the circurt, mespectlve ot the presence of other faults. 
A formula to compute the fractlun of GTRD faults ~n a circuit is derived. T h s  leads to a slmple method 
of obtaining a lower bound on the multiple fault coverqe uf any SIT for Ihe arcuit. It is seen that the 
friction of GTBD faults in any circuit rises exponennally with the number of observable outputs and the 
number of Ian-in lines to the output gates A rather unexpected result borne out by the above analysis a 
that dl least 99.6% of all multiple fault.; are GTBD in any conihinatlonal circuit with lhrcc or  niorc 
observable outputs. 

A morc decalled analysrs is done to determine the canlnbatron of GTBD faults of spccrfic muitipl~cities 
to the overall mulriplc idult coverage of an SIT for the c~rcuit. It is shown that irrespective of circu~t 
strocture, the fraction of G'TBD faults m a circuit riser exponentially as the fault size mcreases. It ts clearly 
established that the very high overall multiple fault covcrage of SFT\ observcd in most practical circmrs 
is mainly due to the increasingly large fractmn of GTBD Iaults at higher fault sires. Tie analysis provides 
a theoretical justificat~on to the popular view that a test set havmg a high coverage o i  Paults of relatively 
small multipliaties 1s both necessary and sufficient to detect all multiple stuck faults of interest in ihr 
circuil. 

It i5 hoped that the results reported m this work will find practical application in the testing and DFT of 
P L h  and stimulate further resea~ch in the analysis of multlple fault coverage by SFTs under different 
fault models. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Diagnostic reasoning using surface and deep level knowledge in medical domain 
by S.  V. R. K. Prabhakar. 
Research supervisors: I. S. N. Murthy and L. M. Patnaik. 
Department: Electrical Engineering. 

1. Introduction 

Diagnostic reasoning for real-world domains is a computzt~onally complex problem. The necessity for the 
intermediate steps generated by the problem solver to match with those of the expert reasoner adds to 
the complexity problem. This problem has been addressed in several expert systems by orgaruzing their 
knowledge around a model. But, in narural systems like human body, simple or single models may not 
be often adequate. In this work, we propose multiple/complex models to organize and use diagnostic 
knowledge. 

2. Concephlal development 

The models we propose have three different characteristics: (i) task speoficity, (ii) multiple or complex 
models, and (iii) choice of model depending upon the level of knowledge used for diagnosis. Two expert 
systems, one each for surface- and deep-level knowledge, have been developed. 

3. Diagnosis with surfam-level knowledge 

In rhis case, large number of heuristics needs to be used. Several systemsl%ave proposed an organization 
of this surface-level associational knowledee around a taxonomy. But. often the diaenostic knowledge of 
real-world domains is incomplete and cannot be organized into a single taxonomy. 

We organize the knowledge into multiple taxonomies. Further, each taxonomy represents an organization 
around a feature - structures, faulty state, or cause of fault. The domain is partitioned into well-structured 
islands where this taxonomic organization is possible. 

Each node in jie taxonomy stands for a disease category and captures a variety of heuristics. The 
situational heuristics draw wnclusions in three situations - typical, atypical and multiple diagnoses. One 
of the control heuristics direcrt reasoning within a taxonomy, either by generalizing or specialiring a 
category. The other types of control knowledge navigate reasoning from one taxonomy to other 
taxonomies. 

Diagnosis is finding the structural location of fault, the disease state of that locatlon and the cause. All 
the taxonomies cooperate to arrive at these aspects of diagnosis. This happens due to the local decisions 
taken within the taxonomies. 

These ideas have been implemented in a system called INTERX in ELISP on a DEC-1090 system. The 
domain of iuustration was infectious diseases. 

4. Deepkel knowledge for diagnosis 

For rare and di£6cult cases, deeplevel knowledge needs to be used. Several  system^^,^ have used deep-level 
knowledge to diagnose a fault arising in a physical system. But in human body several faults can arise 
independently. Qualitative simulation (QS)' is very useful for generating abnormal behaviour of a physicd 
conceptual system. Bur applying QS for multiple faults case leads to computational complexity. 
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We have developed a fault-onented process language. These processes include lesmn change, exudat~on, 
cellular change and lransportstlon Thla causal knowledge is or~amred around an environment and an 
eld.loacd system &,here the lattcr has more detailed causal knowledge of faults. These idcas arc ~llurtratsd 
for the domam of respiratory tract, infectious d~seases. 

A ncw level of hypothesis has been identified--a dismrbance in the envmnmcnt called loot cauae. In 
the domain of illustration, it 1s an external organism. When ~t enrers the body, 11 can cause multiple iaults. 
'The causal knawlcdge la organucd around a taxonomy whrrc each node rrpresents the entry of a root 
cauae into the physical system. 

These ideas have been implemented in a system called DIAN in ELISP on s DEC-1090 system. The 
DIAN systcm, implemented for the r c s p i r a t o ~  trdct infectious diseases, has 6 root causes, 200 encloscd 
and 50 environmental system processes and 80 manifestations. The control structure has a hierarchy of 23 
operators organized mtu live layers. 

5. Conclusions 

In this work, several new idcas have been developed about knowledge organization and represenlation by 
observing some common intuirions the physicians exh~b~t .  The orgmzatlons and conceprs have addrcsscd 
to the computational complexq problem which i s  acute m dlfficulr diagnostic piohlems in the real-world 
domains. Two expcrt systems dcvzloped show an improvcd pcriormance over the structured systems 
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'I'hcsis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Experimental study of a small turbine with partial admission by A. K. Varma 
Research supervisors: S.  Soundranayagam and F. M. Soonawalta (HAL). 
Department: Mechanical Engineering. 

1. Introduction 

Small turbines are s~triis~vely used amongst other things in power packs to drop the enthalpy of gases in 
liquefaction plant and as expanders in air-cooling plant. ?heir dcsign techniqucs however have not been 
as firmly established as that of larger turbmes. This work deals with the design and experimental analysls 
of a small turbine expander for the codiplt cooling system of a fighter arcraft. The design is that af a 
mall partial admiss~on unit of extreme geometry, rather than a conventional radial turbine, lo explore 
the uncenamties in the design and performance of such umts. 

The design speciiications called for a cooling load ot 2-5 kW utlhs~ng air bled from the engine 
compressor. 

The turbine spec~fications were, 
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Total inlet pressure . 517 x 10' Pa (75 pala) 
Total outlet pressure : 128 x lo3 Pa (18.5 pila) 
h t a l  rnlet tempmature - 3 i l  K 
Mass flow : 5 2  kg/mln (11.5 Ib!mm) 
KPM : 44,3110 

The resuitam rmpcller had an overall diamerzi of 60.1 mm (3.16") with a blade hcrghc ot 3.66 mm (0.14,4") 
and partsal admlasion of 60 per cent. 

Measurements were carned out m :t specidly cunslmctcd test ng, efficrenaes being derived from careful 
measuicmcnt oi pressure and temperature. Tci!mrquea sere developed to allow the effect a f  humidity m 
the rnlet ?lo\\. Tests were carried out ar full adnGasion aod the deb,& admlialon ratio opened out into 
tuo and three sectair Thc wh ine  was loaded by dnving a centrifugal h, the load bang varied by 
hrutthng the Ian at outlc! 

3. Resale and diseusaion 

Con!rq to the usual ehpectanon, therc was coimde~able build up 01 prersurc m thc gap bctwcen the 
mtoi md mro. foi palllal admission. the piesswe increasing with tlre blade ipeed ratlo. The increarc 
with hlade speed was present c\en with full a d m ~ s s m .  

The meaiurcd ef5cizncy was much lower than on~lnal ly anticlpaled m tbc des~gn. The experimental 
vamtmn of rfiaency was fzirly closely predicted (fig. 1) udng the correlations of Ainley and Mathieson' 
w t rb l )  corrected to allow for aspect ratlo' and diac frictma. The updated correlations of Craig and Cox' 
con!d nor he used rucceaifuliy due to uncertainties al l a q c  ilow angles 

The effect of partid admission on effiaency a seen in A g  2 where !he elficmcy debit increases rap~dly 
above rhe op!imum blade speed ratio. Thc actempt to predict the vatlation of e i f i aeng  at paRial admisson 
is fairly successful at the optimum blade speed r a m  but is unable to reproduce the rapid iall in elficlency 
at higher speed ratio, (Fig. 3). A theoretical expression developed for the eiicct of multiple sectors of 
admisi:on developed for the effect of multiple sectors of adrmrston on the optimum bladc speed raoo shows 
that the latrei rcduces with incrcase in the number of iedon ,~s 1s reflected in the experimental results. 

The biggest loss by iai is that due to secondary flow and IS particularly szvere at  thc very low aspect 
ratios used in the present design. It is important t d  include dac-fnction losses in such mrbmes in the 
prediction or cfficiencv While rhc trend 01 off-dm@ eiiic~rncy vtmatian is reasonably good under full 
admasion cond:tions, much more detailed infonnatmn is necessarv on the uff-design loqses in partial nilma- 
slon turbines I£ the performance aver the whole opernt~ng range is to be rcaiistmlly piedmed 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Studies on cavitation inception process in separated flows by S. George Milton. 
Research supervisor: Vijay H. Arakeri. 
Department: Mechanical Engineering. 

The presenl work is aimed at gaming a better understanding of the cavitat~on inception process m separated 
flows It 1s well known that the viscous flow around a body does s~gnifrcantly affect the inception charac- 
teristics of the body. For example, on a hemisphencal-nosed body, thz inceptmn does not take place in 
the region of minimum pressure, but somewhere domstream in the region where thc shcar layer reattaches 
after separation. The role oi the laminar-separated regions appears very strikmg in the sense that the same 
liquid sample in the free stream which read~iy cavmtcs in the presence of a separated region is ahlc ro 
withstand tensions in the absence of separation region, deliberately rcmovad' Furthermore, expenments 
showed that inception on the bod& pusessing lammar separation i\ relatively msensitive to the vaiiat~ons 
in nuclei content in the free stream2. Nudei population measurements in the separated region and m other 
sectlons of flow showed that appearance of visible cawtation was precedcd by the appearance of cluster 
of microbubbles in the separation region while the nude, population remamed uniform elsewhere. It can 
be conjectured from the above observations that nuclei oncc cntrainld in the separated region mdy be 
growing by gaseous diffusion, thus altering the nuclei population locally. Since a nucleus once trapped m 
the separated mgian is likely to be subjected to unsteady pressure field, there is a disrmct possibihty for 
the nucleus to grow by rect~frcd diffusion or turbulent diffusion apart from static d~ffusmn. 

One of the aims of thc present work is to experimentally invest~gatc if any of the above-mentioned 
diffusion proccsea can be an important mode of nuclei growth in separated regions. At the outset it 
became clear that this issue could not be resolved by studying or obseixng bubble growth patterns in 
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naturally separated regoris iince in this case the nude1 alc sublected to both steady and ullstcady pressure 
fields. Therefore. an expenmental confipratmn had to be thotlght of where some of the properties oi the 

regmns like long residence time of nuclei are simulated, at the same tlme having the possibility 
of iublecung the triipped hquid sample to the desired pressure lield. It was ielt that this could be achieved 
by trapping a liquid sample m a groove placcd on an ~wisgmmetric body wlth its axial lacation suitably 
selected. 

2. Experimental methods 

Experiments were conduclcd in the High Speed Water Tunnel at theJnciian Institute of Science, Banga- 
lore. Axsymmetnc groores were placed at d~fferent axial locations on diffe~ent models, all h;~vmg a 1.5 
caliber osve for thcir nose profile. The groove locations were such that the boundary layer 1s either only 
laminar, transitional or tu~bulcnt far the runnel velocity r-angc employed in the present stud~es. The sclec- 
tion of the groove locations was based on Schlieren flow viruahsation Pressures at which the bubbles 
appeared ( i .e . ,  incepuon) m the grooves were recorded. Such studm were carned out under natural 
cond~tions and also in the prehance of artdicially created pressure fluctuatmns. One o i  the grooves with 
laminu boundary layer above ~t was subjected to pressure fluctuat~ons created by a hydrophone axisymmet~ 
lically placed insidc the model and inception pressures were recorded Car that groove. The tune nudel 
spend m the grooves IS an important factor m dendmg the size to w h ~ h  they grow. In view of this fact 
a techmque to measure the residence timc oi the nuclei was developed with a vrew to setting an order 
of magnitude values. In addition to the ahow, spectra of fluctuat~ng precsurc were obtained fa1 two 
groove locations, one ulth transition occurring above 11 and the other with turbulent boundary layer 
Fluctuating piussure rnzasurements wcrc also made under tripped boundary layer conditions. 

3. Results and discussion 

From Schlieren flaw visuallzatlon studies ~t was found that for groove location at xJD = 1,136 the boundary 
laycr was laminar and lor x/D = 1206 it was trans~iional for the tunnel vclocily range cmplayed. Fo.or 
groove at xiD = 047 the boundary layer was laminar and for x l D  = 1-5 it was expected tn be turbulent 
for the employed tunnel velocity range Inception tests conducted clearly showed that inception occurred 
at higher pressures in the 'turbulent' groove (xiD = 1-5) compared to the 'laminar' groove (x/D = 0.47). 
The results in the form of non-dimensmnal cavitation number versus runnel velocity are shown plotted in 
Fig. 1. No definite conclusions could bc made fm inception in the 'transition' groove (xiD = 1-206). It 
appears that the growth of bubbles in the grooves i\ due to gaacous diffusion and among thc various forms 
of diffision poss~ble, namely, statlc, rectlf~ed and turbulent d~fFusion, the last, i e . ,  turbulent d~ffusion is 
more cffect~ve in enhancing thc buhblc growth rates. Residence time measurements indicated thal residence 
lime oi the nuclei in the grooves 1s small being of the order of a few milliseconds. 

4.   mad el ling 

Assuming that the state oi affairs in naturally soparated regions a similar ta what has been observcd in 
the grooves, modelling of cavitat~an inceptmn on hemispherical-nosed bndy waa carried out for what is 
known as 'bubble-ring' cavltauon. A typical nuclcus as it travels along thc surface of the body first encoun- 
ten the low pressures upstream of separation where it may grow exher vaparuusly or just exprrience an 
~suthemal volume change. This 1s the first phase of growth. After this it is assumed to get entramed in 
the separation region where it undergoes gaseous growth by turbulent diifusion for a time dztermined by 
the residence time characteristic to the separation region. Thls is the second phase At the end of this 
phase the bubbles will get entrained in the eddies in the turbulent transition region downstream where 
they will s o w  vaporously and collapse under the i~ffluence of pressure floctuations. This is the third phase. 
Bubble dynamia equation which governs the vaporous growth of a bubble has been solved along with the 
relevant pressure history for the first and the third phases of growth. Turbulent diffusion growth of the 
bubble in the second phase was based on the surface renewal theories. The coupled equatioua were 
iteratively solved to get cavitation mception numbers. It was found that considerable difference elusts 
between the pred~cted inception numbers for the cases with and without inclusion of turbulent diffusion; 
in the absence of the growth of the nuclei by turbulent diffusion the low pressure upstream of separation 
dominated incept~on. It could be demonstrated from the theoretical results that inception numbers are less 
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sensitive to change In nude1 size with the inclusion of turbulent diffusion than without 11. ApprOpnate 
threshold values for unlimited vaporous growth in the third phase were obtained and it was f o w l  that 
Parkin's cavitation cut-off can take place even with the inclusion of turbulent diffusion3. The predicted 
inception numbers were compared with the experimental values and with Parkin's results as shown in 
Fig. 2. The agreement with experimental results for the cases of limited growth and unlimited growth is 
found to be satisfactory. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Solid state galvanic sensors-some studies on concepts and materials by R. Akila. 
Research supervisors: K. T. Jacob and A. K. Shukla. 
Department: Metallurgy (under the interdisciplinary programme of Material Science). 

1. Introduction 

Solid-state galvanx sensors are useful for measuring the wncenwatlon of gaseous species in process streams 
and exhaust gases of a variety of high-temperame reactors. Sensors for oxygen have been used In the 
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laboratory md industry for a number of years. Sensors for SO& = 2,j) have gained importance with the 
awareness of the hazards of air pollution. Several materials, notably sulfates of alkali metals', with and 
without do~ining. have been used. However, each of the alkah sulfates undergoes a phase transformation 

mance over prolonged use. It wouid be fruitful to design sensors for S O ~ S O I  using other sohd electrolytes 

In the case of sensors far S2 and H2S, some materials and designs have been ident~fied and are under 
trial for industrial application. However, there is a need for better solid electrolytes, preferably sulfur ,on 
conducting, for use in sulfur senson. Rare-earth oxysulfides is one group of matenals that show promise. 
Thcmodynamic data on the stability of these oxysulfide phases are hmited. The thermodynamx stability 
window is an important clitenon in assessing a potential oxysulfide electrolyte for use in a sulfur probe. 

Other areas of relevance to solid-state galvanic sensors studled include techniques to enhancc ionic 
conduction at lower temperatures and the introduction of a new concept to measure the ability of an 
electrode system to accommodate small fluxes of a species wlthout significantly altering the chemical poten- 
tial of the particular species in the system. 

2. Experimental results and conclusions 

The performance of sensors for SO& = 23) species using p-alumina and NASICON solid electrolytes 
was studied usmg the cell arrangement 

Pt, SO, + SOz + 021Na,S0,/lsolid electrolyteINarSOdS0~ + SOz + 02, Pt. 

The open circuit emf across the cell was measured as a function of temperature for different gas compositions 
used. The measured emf agreed well with the value predicted by the Nemst equation for the sensor at a l l  
fernperatares and gas compositions invesugated. 'I%e intrinsic response ume of the sensor to a step change in 
gas wmposition at the test electrode was measured at different temperatures for the two sensors. For the 
senwr employing P-alumina/Na2S04 couple, the intrinsic response time was in the range of -1.9 ks at 750 K 
to - 0.06 ks at llm K. The sensor using NASICONINa2S0, couple had an intrmsic response time ranging 
irom -2.0 ks at 723 K to - 0.2 ks at 1077 K. The solid electrolyte/Na2SOI, couple used in the cell design 
protects the solid electrolyte from direct attack by SO, species. Sodium sulftdte IS a known sodium ion conduc- 
tor. It serves as an auxiliary electrode, wnverting the chemical potenual of SO3 and 0% at the electrodes to 
an equivalent wdiurn potential which is measured by the solid electrolyte. The cell 1s mechanically stable over 
temperature cycling and chermcally stable against attack by S03/S02 spewes. 

Conductivity enhancement by doping with a second phase (heterogeneous doping) is a method of m- 
terest2. Stumes on conductivity enhancement by heterogeneous doping were performed using calcium 
fluoride as the model solid electrolyte. The second phase dopants used were &03 and Ce02-,. Conduc- 
tlvltY measurements were performed under argon atmosphere at fixed frequencies of 1-2 kHz in the temp- 
erature range 630-1030 K. The ionic nature of conduction in the heterogeneously doped samples was 
verified by emf studies uslng metal + metal fluoride electrodes. At 630 K, the ionic conductivity of single- 
CVtd  CaF2 increased by two orders of magnitude by doping with 2 mol% AlzO, and by three orders 
of magnitude by doping with 2 or 4 mol% CeOz.,. An insight into the mechanism involved in heterogene- 
ous doping may be obtained by a novel method of combined homo-hetero doping which was experimentally 
studied. The homogeneous dopants used were YFI and NaF, while Ce02-, was used as the heterogeneous 
dopant. The conductivity of C a b  containing both NaF and CeOz., was higher than that obtaned using 
either dopant of the same wmposition alone. The effect was opposite when YF3 was used as the 
homogeneous dopant. The total enhancement in conductivity of CaFz containing 0.5 mol% NaF and 2 
mol% CeOz-, was by 4.5 orders of magnitude at 630 K relative to pure, polycrystsdine C a b .  A qualitative 
picture of the mechanism involved in heterogeneous doping was obtained from the combined doping 
srudies. AIuiiliW WerimentS using single-crystal CaF2 confirmed that pure fluorrne ion conducuon pre- 
vails in C&, contrary to an earlier suggestion in the literature that CaFz is a mixed anionic conductor 
for fluorine and oxygen ions. The response of CaF$ to an oxygen chemical potential gradient is through 
an exchange reaction involving the formation of CaO at the electrolytelelectrode interface. 
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Thermodynamic stability limits of rare-earth oxysulfides, R202S, where R = La-Tm, were determined 
as a function of temperature by a galvanic cell techmque. Using an oxygen ton-conducting solid electrolyte 
with a smtable metal + metal oxide reference electrode. the equilibrium oxygen partial pressures for the 
coexistence of RzOS and RzOSO*, R2OS and RzO? and R~OIS and R& were measured as a function 
of temperature in the range 90CL.1300 K. The chemical potentla1 of sulfur for the two-phase equilibrium 
of R20:S and RzOl or R 2 0 6  and R& was established by a buffer electrode murture of a metal and its 
sulfide. The buffer electrode was physically separated from the rare-earth electrode to avoid errors arising 
from solid solubility or chemicai reaction between them. The standard free energy changes calculated from 
the emf  measurements were combined wlth available thermodynamic data on the rare-earth oxides (R,0,j3 
to obtain standard free energies of formation of the rare-earth oxysulfides. oxysulfates and sesquisulfides 
as a function of temperature. The results represent the most comprehens~ve lugh-termperature ther- 
modynarn~c data available on these rare-earth compounds. For a given temperature and chem~cal potential 
of sulfur, the results obtained can be used to determine the range of oxygen chermcai potentials over 
which the rare-earth oxysulfides are thermodynamically stable. For example, at 11Mi K and a sulfur partial 
pressure of 1 Pa, La202S is stable in the range of oxygen pressures from to 10-"Pa. The phases, 
La202S and La102S06, coexist at po = 5 x W 9 p a .  Similar h i t s  for the thermodynamic stabilit~es of the 
other rare-earth oxysulfides can be bbtained Thus the use of rare-earth oxysulfides m sensors for sulfur 
would be limlted to atmospheres of low-oxygen chemical potential. 

The constancy of the chemical potential of a species maintained by a reference electrode is a crucial 
factor in sensors. A change in the predefmed chemical potentla1 may result from a flux of species into 
the electrode system, aristng from physlcai permeability or electrochemical semipermeabhty of the solid 
electrolyte. A new concept, thermodynamic capacity, has been introduced in this work. The newly defined 
variable provides <measure of the buffer capacity of the electrode system to maintain a desired value for 
the chemical potential of a species despite a small addmon or removal of that species from the system. 
The thermodynamic capacity, C,, of a species i can be mathematically expressed by the relation 

C, = (an, 1 S ~ J T , , ~  ,, i e 
Here n, is the number of moles of species i irrespective of the chemical combination and fi is its chemical 
potential. The thermodynamic capacity may be visualised as the change in the number of moles of species 
i produced by a corresponding change in the chermcal potential of I. The thermodynam~c capacity of 
oxygen in various gaseous and condensed phases was calculated. For an optimum composition of the 
electrode system, the thermodynamic capacity of oxygen shows a maximum. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 
Electron microscopic study of precipitation in an AI-Ge alloy-Analysis using near- 
CSLIDSC lattice model by Gouthama. 
Research supervisor: Kishore. 
Department: Metallurgy. 
1. Introduction 

Precipitation hardenable AI-Ge alloy system is believed to show a simple decompos~tion and sequence: 
Super-saturated a -r a' + elemental Ge. A variety of precipitate morphologies, viz., rods, laths, triangular, 
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hexagonal, rectangular and square plates, with differing orientation relationships result during prec~pit~. 
tion. 1n spite of large volume change of 36% involved m the precipitation of Gc m the A1 matrix, 
the Ge precipitates form homogeneously. These unique characteristics make AI-Ge an important and 
intaresting alloy system to study. 

The a m  of the present study is (i) to invcstlgate the initla1 qtages of decomposition; (ii) to idontify the 
exact role of quenched-in excess vacancies in thc nucleation and growth of Ge precipitates; (iii) to find 
the rationale beinrtd the v ~ e t y  of orientation relationships and the corresponding precipitate morphology, 
(iv) to obtain detded information about the characteristic feature5 of the interphase interfaces; and (v) 
to compare the expenmental results wrh the thcorctical predictions of gcornetnc models. 

2. Experimental procedure 

The alloy used in the present study is obtained by melting super-purity aluminium and 99.999% ger- 
manium and the composition is analysed to be Al-1.98 wt%Ge (0.72at.XGe). The homogenised ingot LS 
rolled in sewral stages with intermittent anneahng at 400°C to obtain samples measuring 15 X 15 X 2 mm 
Which arc subjected to the requred heat treatment. The solutionising temperature ranged from 460 to 
560°C. The treated samples are electrolfl~cally thlnned tn electron transparency and studied using Phlhpr 
EM301 transmnksion clectron rnmoscope 

3. Results and direassion 

The as-quenched structure. obtained by quenching hom 500-560°C into either water or od at room temp- 
erature, produces circular loop-like features. A detailed investigation is undertaken to fully characterise 
the loop feature3 in terms of their habit plane, Burgers vectw and vacancy or interstitial character. Using 
the 'g.b = 0 ~nvis~b~lity' criteria all the loops arc found to have b = dZ(110). Based on trace analysis, the 
habit plane of majonty of the loops is determined to be nearly 1110) matrix and hence the loops are of 
edge character. Cases of shear loops with (111) habit are also identified. Using the PSiRH convention 
for defining, the Burgen vector and edge loops are found to be vacancy type while the shear loop turned 
out to he of mterstitiai type. 

An atomistic model for the co-prenpitation of super-saturated Gc atoms and quenched-in exccss vacan- 
cies is developed which correctly explams the nature of loops. It in explicitly shown haw layers of vacancy 
enter into the process of GP zone formation to relax the transformation stram. The dislocation aurraund- 
ing the GP zone makes the first stage of nucleat~on m AI-Ge scm-coherent. The effect of pre-agmg 
treatmelit in refining the prenpitate distribution and results of in-sm experiments can be consistently 
explained by considering the zone size and stability zs a function of aging temperature. Reviewing the 
experimental results of earlier investigators using other tcchmques on the system, it is shown here that 
thc acceptance of GP zone formation can give more consistent interpretations. The non-observance of 
anomalous resistivity is taken to indicate that the zones are already formed at the end of the quenching 
process. The positron life-time values measured on the as-qucnched Al-1.0 at.%Ge sample1 being equal 
to typical values for dislocations are taken as another evidence strongly mpporting semi-coherent GP zone 
formaoon. 

The large volume change of 36% involved in the precipitation of Ge in A1 matrix led earlier workers 
to believe that the Gc precipitates are incoherent from the beanning. Thermodynamic candit~ous prohibit 
homogeneous nucleat~on of such a pha%e at reasonable super saturations. But, experimentally homogene- 
ous precipitation occurred in all specimens given a short pre-aging treatment at low temperatures. To 
explain this seemingly anomalous result, the theory of vacancy-aided homogeneous incoherent nucleation 
was proposed2. The present study removes thi? anomaly by successfully identifying the GP zone stage. 

The concept of coherency has undergone co~isiderable refinement in recent vean, and it has been 
shown that the state of coherency of an interface is a function of the lattice correspondence chosen3. 
Applying these concepts to precip~tation systems, a coherent precipitate is considered to be the one for 
which all lattice sltes are conserved. The possibility of such coherent three-dimensional precipitate is 
shown with the help of atomistic models with the identification of suitable lattice correspondence and 



Table I 
Shape and orientation relationship of germwhm preeipihtes in alumini~mgermaniom 

Shape Orientation relotionship Habit plane References 

Triangular plates (i) (111)Al I/ (111)Ge; [llOJAI 11 [IlOJGe j111)Al bounded Sorokin er ofS 
by (TIOM 

(1) ( 1  [ 1 1 ) G  [ O M  1 [ 2 1 G e  [111]Al Present work 
(iii) (O1l)Al I/ (112)Ge; (IO0)AI 11 (1lB)Ge {1OO}Al Resent work 

NeedleiLath- (i) (001)Al 11 (11I)Ge; [OlQJAI 11 [OlIIGe rods along (100)Al KosteP 
shaped particles (ii) {IW]Ai 11 {lOO}Ge; (100 }All/ (110) Dahmen and 

(iii) {11O}AI 11 j11O)Ge; (lW}Al 11 (11O)Ge Westmawtt7 

Rectangular (001)AI 11 (111)Ge; [11O]Al I/ [ I l q G e  {IGU}Al bounded K6sfer6 
plates by (01I)Al 

Square plates (100)AI I( (1W)Ge; [010]AI I/ [OlIlGe {100}A1 Present work 

Tetrahedra [llO]AI 11 [11O]Ge Hugo and MuddleB 

Pentagonally Dahmen and 
twinned plates Westmacon' 

lattice deformation. The principles of nystallography of transfornation and the concept of invariant line? are 
applied to analyse Ge precipitation in the initial stages. Further, the role of quenehed-in excess vacancies in 
relaxing the transformation strain and their contribution in producing exeess volume required is illustrated. 

Detailed selected area diffraction (SAD) analysls is carried out to specify the different orientation 
relationships (OR). The study identifies three new ORs in addition to confirming the earlier reported 
ones (Table I). A significant contribution of the present study is the identification of the well-hown B m  
OR associated with squarelrectangular plates, ie., 

The particles form on (100)AJ with edges bounded by (100)Al. Both from the point of nunimization of 
strain energy and interfacial energy this OR emerges as the most favoured one since two of the minimum 
misfit directions of the type (100)A111(100)Ge can d e h e  iu habit plane. But, experimentally this OR is 
very rarely observed indicating that it is mechanisrically not viable 

Hitherto, the cube-cube OR was associated with tnangularhexagonautruncated triangular Ge plates on 
{Wmatrix. The present study identifies another OR for the triangular plates w~th the same hab~t, vzz., 

(111)Al I /  (111)Ge; [11O]AI 1 [211]Ge. 

Another interesdng findmg of the study is the identification of a triangularlt~ncated triangular plate on 
{100)A1 with the OR similar to that of the long laths on {100}Al, viz., 

(001)Al / I  (111)Ge; [100)Al'l [11O]Ge. 

The cube-cube OR is often observed associated with interfaces between phases mth large lattice-size 
differences in a number of solid-solid reactions and epitaxial growth. A connncing explanatlan for this 
Occurrence in AI-Ge system is given by identifying that strain energy mitumisatioo can be achieved by 
the choice of nearly matching coincident site lattice (CSL) units This suggestion is applied to explain a 
few other examples drawn from literature. The other observed ORs are also rahonalised on this b a s s  
Interphase facetting in the nucleat~on andlor initial stages of growth is suggested to be responsible for 
the plate precipitate with triangular morphology on {100)AI. 
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p* , 
t t' 

Fic I Meragiaph r h o m p  uniformly dlstnbutcd lnterfa 
cia1 dalocatians ior the lath-shaped Ge pieclpltatc 

A concerted effort e made ra charactense the interfacial features experimentally observed at the AI:Ge 
mterfaces assoczared with the various morphologies by imasng them under specific &flraction conditions. 
The broad face of Ge laths is shown to be fully coherent m the inioal stages under the chosen correspon- 
dence and exhibit dislocation loaplmon6 fnnge contrast after loss of coherency (Fig. 1). The fringe features 
observed perpendicular to the growth direman on the broad faces and edges are analysed to be interfacial 
dislocations with b = a/2(110)AI. 

H~ghly intriguing interphase boundary dffxacuon contrast imagcs are obtained for the Bain-related Ge 
plates on {100)AI. Parallel arrays of fringe features, perpendicular to the operating g, are observed with 
available (ZOO), (220) and (420)-type reflections m [001]AI zone. The uniqueness of the diffracllon condi- 
tions makes it very difficult to distinguish between moire fringes and dislocation arrays for this interface. 
By maging under spenfic difiaction conditions, and analysmg the unages obtained in different zones, an 
orthogonal array of dislocations with line direct~on along (1lO)Al and Burgers vector equal to al2(llO)Al 
s shown to be associated wnh the broad face of these plates. 

The broad face of the triangularitruncared triangular plate on {100]AI showed a single set of parauel 
dislocations perpendicular to the minrmum misfit dlrecllon, Le., (10O)AI 11 (11O)Ge. The present study indi- 
cares the inability to resolve dislocation networks for the Ge plate on {111}AI and for the long rectangular 
plates on (100WJ wlth edges along (1lO)Al. 

The geometrical formulation of Bollmann's O-lattice as developed for centered lattices and the 
generalised near CSLiDSC lattice modelg are used to predict habit planes and ddocation networks. These 
calculations were carried out considering the germanium lattlce as a point lattice, i .e . .  considering only 
the fcc lattlce framework. For Bain OR the predicted line direction and dislocation spacmg are found to 
be in excellent agreement wlth those experimentally observed. For the cube-cube OR two nearly 
matching CSL units could be recogmsed: a 4:3 AI:Ge with +4.68% rnlsfit and a 7 5  AI:Ge match with 
residual misfit of -0 52%. The predicted dislocation network Ir hexagonal and the spacing and strength 
of Burzeri vectors indicate that ~t would be verv difficult to resolve them in diffraction contrast expen- 
ments. The same is shown to be the case with the OR of the long rectangular plate morphology. However, 
resolved dislocations for the lath momholoev are verv wen Dredlcted bv these calculations. Anally, group . -. . . 
theoretical concepts which are shown to be useful m predxting morphology and number of variants of the 
product phase in any sohd-solid reactionla are applied to analyse the Ge precipitates. 

4. Conclusions 

The edge loops on {llO}matrix are considered to represent the monolayer GP zone stage in the process 
of germanium precipitation. Based on findings of the presenl investigation the following precipitation 
sequence for decomposition of quenched super.saturated A-Ge alloy system is suggested: 
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Super-saturated a -9 a' i GP zones ----+ a' + Ge needleilaths ----> a' + Ge particles. 
(semi-coherent) (predominantly coherent) (semi-mcohcrent) 

Three new onenration relationships are ,dentilied, the most s~g~nficnnt being the well-known Baln 
relauan. Adoptation of a near-CSL orienlatlon 1s cunadered to result m relatively lower interfacial 
energy. 

The concept of secondary coherent interphase boundary 1s proposed to characterise the interfaces het- 
wcen phases with large difference in lattice parameter and crystal structure. A comparison of cxperirnentai 
results on the interphase boundary structure and the theoretical 02-lattice analys~s shows the valldlty and 
~~celuiness of the near-CSIIDSC lattice concept in the aludy of ~nteliaces. 

In thc present ~nvestigation it 1s found that the symmetry of the mterfacial dislocalion nclwork also has 
to be considered along with the symmctry of all phascs involvcd in the transformation and the symmetry 
of any defects that may be involved to explain the observed precqtate morphology 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Studies of dynamic elastic properties of spin glass and related magnetic systems across 
the transition region by Pratip Kr. Mukhopadhyay. 
Research supenisor: A. K. Raychaudhuri. 
Department: Physics 

1. Introduction 

This work concerns with audio frequency dynanuc elast~c measurements in the alloy series Feso-,Ni,Crm 
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through tts various magnetic transitions. As x 1s vaned the system goes from ferromagnetic (FM) to 
antiferroma~etic (AFM) state through intermediate phases of a spin glass (SG) and reentrant spin glass 
(RSG). Our measurements were focussed on these systems across the transition temperatures of SG and 
RSG. 

instead of using ultrasonic methods, as was done in the past, to probe magnetic systems across then 
transition regions (this was extensively done for FM and AFM systems, sparingly for the SG and none 
for RSG), a low-frequency technique was used here. The use of low-frequency technique not only com- 
plements the high-frequency data, but also it is physically more meaningful to compare the low-frequency 
elastic data with those obtamed from susceptibility expenments where only low-frequency measurements 
are done. This is very important and is one of the principal objectives of the work. 

While some elastic measurements were done on SG systems, no work is reported on RSG systems, or 
the so-called 'mixed phase systems'. This system undergoes a ferro- (or antlferro-) magnetic transltion at 
high temperature, followed by a second transltion to sprn glass-bke state at a lower temperature. This 
second transition temperahlre is also called reentrant spin-glass transition temperature (Tsc) and is deter- 
mined from the onset of irreversibility in magnetic measurements. Although some theoretical and experi- 
mental works (concerning other properties) are reported recently on them no work has been done so far 
on the elastic propenies of such systems. In these disordered magnetic systems we investigated a physically 
important questlon regarding the behaviour of the mmagnetic domains below TSG. Our experiments very 
clearly show freedng of the magnetic domains below Tso. 

The system chosen was a quasi-binary alloy series Fem-xNixCr2a. Here, by varying the alloy composition 
x the system can be made to go from AFM (x ( 18 at%) to pure FM (x) 22 at%) state through the 
intervening states of RSG and SG. The change over occurs for a very narrow range of x (x 3 20 at%). 
The alloys are very slutable for the present work because they facilitate intercompanson of the magnetic 
systems with different magnetic order and have nearly similar chemical composition and structure. Also, 
all the species being magnetic the spin-lattice coupling is supposedly higher than in the canonical systems 
like AuFe, CuMn, etc. This implies a greater magnetovolume effect for these systems. Also these systems 
were extensively characterized before. (The last important point for cfioosing these systems stems from 
the fact that some of these alloys show an invar-type anomaly and can be successfully explored by the 
present techmque). 

2. Experimental method 

The dynamic elastic moduli were measured using the so-called 'vibrating reed' apparatus! Here, a thin 
strip of the sample was clamped to the cryostat at one end. The free end of the reed lied between hvo 
electrodes at opposite sides. One of the electrodes carried a signal which excited the reed to nbrate. 
Typically the voltage was about 5 V and the frequency was matched to the resonance frequency of the 
reed, which was governed by the geometrical shape of the reed and its elastic modulus which we are 
concerned with. The other electrode carried high voltage (= 120 V) from a battery fed through a hlgh 
resistor (50MfL) and connected in parallel to a pair of lock-in amplifiers, one running at quadrature and 
the other in phase with the signal. A phase-locked loop was made by taking the quadrature output from 
the lock-in and feeding it to the voltage-controlled oscillator (which generated the signal) through an 
in te~ator  with variable time constant. This ensured that the system was always at resonance. At resonance 
rhe in-phase part gave the amplitude and a frequency counter read the frequency. From these two values 
the sound velocity and attenuation could be found out. 

The whole system was kept under high vacuum (5 lo-' Torr) in the cryostat. The temperature could 
be varied from about 1.5 to 270 K and measured by a germanium and a platinr*m thermometer. A heater 

Fe@l%%: FM alloy: FerSr~xCrw: RSGIl allay; F+NiuCr20: RSGI alloy; Fe,oNi,,Cr=: SG dlay, Fe&,,CrZo: AFM 
alloy. 
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was used for heating. A spsclal low-dissipation fuur-terminal home-made bndgel was used to measure 
the temperature and another home-made temperature controller maintained thc temperature to better 
than + 0.1%. A Helmholtz coil arrangcment outside the cryostat was used to measure thc elastic propel- 
ties under magnetlc field which could be controlled either manually or by a computer through a homc- 
made magnet controller. Data were acquired by a PC. 

Characterization of the system was done by various methods-ac suscept~bility, resistivity, x-ray, mctal- 
lurgicsl studics. 

3. Obsenations and discussiao 

i) For the spin glass (TF = 16 K) the sound vcloc~ty shows a mlnimurn at temperature T s TF and the 
attenuation shows a maximum at T < TF. The behawour for T > TF can be explained by mean field 
theories for a paramagnet. But it fails below T, where a reluational dynamlcal theory in the context 
of frozen spin configuration holds3,'. We have compared thls behawour also with the AFM system 
( T N 3  26K). 

ii) In the ferromagnet (Tc = 110 K), domain-related contribution can be seen in the elastlc moduli. In 
addition, another contnbutmo comes from the magnetovolume elfect. Thta is ~remmiscent of the invar 
problems and we tried to salve it accordingly. 

111) In thc RSGs (RSGI, Tc = 35 K and TsG = 20 K; aud ASCII, T, = 56 K and T,G = 7 K), domain- 
related contnburion exists for 1' < Tc w h ~ h  abruptly vanlshes just below and T:,. It may mean that 
the domains get locked for T < Tsc which is also confirmed by a recent TEM study6. So, at these 
temperatures the magnetic contribution to the rlaslic modulus mainly comes from the magnetovolume 
effect which is similar to that in the spin glass. 

The above observations and conclusions seem to have general consequences evcn if they are made in a 
particular system. 
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Thesis Abstract ( M A .  (Engng)) 

Effects of some rotor modelling parameters on general trim of helicopter using explicit 
governing equations by R. S. V. S. Pavan Kumar. 
Research supervisor: J. Nagabhushanam. 
Department: Aerospace Engineeling. 

1. Introdoction 

Most of the dynamic stability investigations of helicopter are b ~ a d  on perturbation equations written 
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about a per~adlc equilibrium pasirion. Accurate knowledge of control settmgs and the corr~apon&~,~ 
equilibrium sate parameten 1s required to pl.edicl reliable lotor blade damping or loads bi given 13ght 
condit~ons'.' 

 onl linear dlfferentlal cquatmns governmg rotor blade response together w~th  the equilibnnm equatuns 
of helicopter are solvcd nnmencally by using lteratlve solution technique to obtain ?he tnm of the helicop~ 
ter. These methods aic numerically intensive and many t~mes their solutions are prone to problems of 
convergence. On the other hand, trim invesllgations with explicit governing equations arc less computa 
tiooally inrenswe and less prone to problems of convergence of solution. Expliul equations of tnm are 
avalable for sunplified anaiyt~cal models nf whlch the most complex is given by Ryan'. 

The analyical mode! considered m thls ~nvestrgation 1s advanced mth respect to Ryan' by inclusion of 
hinge offsct, lcad lag motions, geometrical twlst and root cutout of the blades. Expllclt governing equahon 
fa, tlim are derived for this analytical model. Using these equations dctailed numerical investigations arc 
carried out to bring oul the effects of some o i  the rotor parameters on the trim rolution of helicopter at 
vanaus flying conditions. 

2. Analytical model and its go~erniog equations aod solution 

A cumprehauaive general tnm aaalysis of helicopter with coupled rotor-body system ia considered. The 
rotor is modelled as mullibladed wxh ripd flap and lead-lag motions about a comcideni offset h i n ~ c  and 
hmp-restraint spnngr. The blade can have root cutout and geumetnc linear twmt distnhution. The forces 
of fuselage in trim equatlons are represented by its known aeradynam~c force and moment characterist~cs. 
The aerodynamic forces of vertical and horizontal tails are based on thcir geometry and aerodynamic 
parameters. The main and tail rotor inflows ate evaluated nslng the momentum theory. 

Algebraic manipulations involved in rxpliclt darivaiiun of governing equations are cxtrcrnely tedious 
and manual derivation is prone Lo human errors. Hencc. departing from the conventiond manual deriva- 
tion approach, h~glily rel~able governing equations are derived by a apeaal-purpose symboltc processor 
DEHLM-I1 (dynamic equatlons of hellcopter interpretatme modelovers~on 11). A set of 21 nonhnear 
algebra~c snnultaneous equatlons governing the tnm of helicopter are derwed in thcir explicit form. The 
explicit partul denvatives of the equations required in Newton-Raphson method are also derived by the 
same symbohc processor. Thc symbolic output of the equations and dirivatibes obtamed in the form of 
FORTRAN statements are kectly linked as subroutines to the numerical analys~s program which solvas 
thc gowning equatmns 

No convergence problems were faced in solwng the tnm equations by Newtan-Raphson method. The 
convergence of solution e very fast. In most cases, the final solution was obtained ~n less than five 
iterations. The use of explicit expressions of the partial derivatives of the equations with respect to trim 
parameters has reduced the computational time substantially and also has avoided some of the numerical 
computational problems faced when dclivativea are obtained by numerically perturbing the trim paramet- 
ers. The mm analysis program can be run on a personal computer and the average computational time 
for solving each case of tnm is only a few mmutes. The program allows to use a smaller set of equahons 
if needed for simplified trim conditions. 

3. Resulb and discussion 

Numerical studies are carried out for three cases at various f l a g  conditjons. Thc first two cases corres- 
pond to the studies on the influence of mproved rotor modelling on trim of helicopter by the inclusion 
of hinge offset and lead-lag motion of the blade. In the last case, a study on the influencc of some of 
the Parameters of helicopter like prcscnt angles of horizontal and vertical tail and blade twlst on trim 1s 
carried out. 

The study of lnclu~ion of hinge offset modelling on trim has shown that it can bring about considerable 
changes in the control pitch settings, fuselage attmdes, bladc respunae parameten and rotor head forces 



and moments. Wxed sensitivity is observed with these parameters with the increase of advance ratio. As 
these parameters have direct bearing on flying quahties, loads and stability of helicopter it is essenbal to 
include hinge offset for accurate trim investigation. 

The study on inclusion of lag dynamics indicates that some of the trun parameters like cyclic control 
pitch settings, fuselage roll attitude, cychc flap and lag response and rotor lateral force and roli moment 
are iduenced by it. The magnitude of changes brought by lag dynamics on many of the trim parameteis 
is basically small. However, for side force, roll moment, roll attitude, longrtudinal pitch and lateral flap- 
ping the percentage of changes observed is significant. Hence, wherever accurate evaluation of these 
parameters is necessary, it is essential to include lag dynamics in trim analysis. In the coupled rotor-body 
siability invest~gations, lag dynamics plays an important role. As stability needs equilibrium state paramet- 
ers for a given night condition, the evaluation of trim with lag dynamics is very much needed for accurate 
stability investigation. At hgh advance ratlos, depending upon the magnitude of the lag frequency some 
of the trim parameters can change considerably. 

Finally, tnm computations are carried out for various preset angles of horizontal and vertical tails and 
the geometlic twist of the blade. The results confirmed the expected trends. 

The explicit governing equations and the computer programs for trim analysis can be utnsed by helicop- 
ter industry. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc. (Engng)) 

Analysis of volume change behaviour of partly saturated soils by B. M. Shashi Kumar. 
Research supervisors: T. S. Nagaraj and N. S. Pandian. 
Department: Civil Engineering. 

Classical geotechnical engineering principles have evolved mainly in regions of earth dominated by temp- 
erate climates. Over the last few decades, the need for engineering and wnstruchon has extended on a 
large scale into much less familiar areas such as tropics. This environment which encompasses many of 
the developing nations including India has been of major concern due to the magnitude of the projects 
and the large populations affected. 

Since the distinctive characteristics of tropical soils are that they are formed under hot and humid 
climates, the natural soils in such arid and semi-arid regions and soils subjected to seasonal moisture 
descifs are in a partly saturated state. India p~imarily being a tropical counrry, geotechnical activity in 
Partly saturated soils is inevitable. Further, the mechanics of partly saturated soil is a subject of cons~der- 
able interest in all the areas of the world where weather conditions are such that there is an annual excess 
Ptendal of evaporation over precipitation. It is apparent that far more than half of earth's surface is a 
moist~e-deficit area. The problems encountered in partly saturated soils are the intense variability of 
mmprwibility and strength from p i n t  to point, expansive and wllapse soil properties, the frequent 
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occurrence of vev  high prestress, etc. These problems are due to changes in the state of soil moisture 
and their associated changes in the stare of soil compatible wlth external stress conditions. 

~n view of the above problems, mechanical property characterisatlon of such a complex system involves 
arduous, repetitive, tirne-consuming laboratory invesugations. It has always been the fervent desre of 
geotechnical engineers to evolve smple testing methods, both in the field and in the laboratory, such that 
with minimum input parameters, the soil behanour be premcted, within the limits of accuracy desired at 
engineering level. It has been possible, based on Gouy-Chapman ddfuse double-layer theory, to model 
the volume change and shear strength behaviour of saturated uncemented fine-grained soils by earlier 
researchers at the Indian Institute of Science. It a attempted in t h s  investigation to extend these principles 
to model the volume change behaviour of partly saturated uncemented fine-grained soils. 

2. Existing literature and physico-chemical considerations 

The effective stress approach modified by Bishop' was considered to be promising due to its demonstrated 
success to saturated soil behaviour. However, a critical appraisal of such equations clearly reveals that 
they are not only complex and deficient exercises but also lnvolve accurate measurement of pore an 
pressure, pore water pressure and X, p, p', Ji factors which is very difficult. More recently, Fredlund and 
coworken'-' have advocated the analysis of partly saturated soils by means of independent stress state 
variables (o - U.), (s - U,) and (U. - U,). Even here the pore water tension has to be measured for 
each test condition which is endowed with measurement difficulties and inherent uncertainities. Further, 
according to  loch^, m an interacting system such as clay-water-electrolyte system, independent mntmu- 
o u  stress fields for different phases are not strictly valid and physico-chemlcal potentials cannot be ig- 
nored. Only the overall total stress field is the accepted stress field. 

Since it has been established that physico-chemical potentials are important in partly saturated soils, 
physico-chemical consideradons form the basis for this investigation. Since Guoy-Chapman diffuse double- 
layer theory has formed the basis in the generalisation of saturated soils, the same principles have been 
extended to analyse partly saturated soils. Negative pore water pressure or tension, which exists as a 
result of partial saturation, intluences the shear strength and compressibility characteristics. Thus the 
physico-chemical state of pore water is very important in parrly saturated soils. This has been well 
explained by Bolt and Bruggenwetts. 

For consdeiation of physico-chemical potentials, state parameter approach has been pursued at the 
Indian Inshtute of Science to analyse the behaviour of partly saturated soils 

3. Development of the physical model 

In the case of saturated soils, during generalisation, void ratio at liquid limit er was taken as a normalizing 
parameter. This is because it is known that liquid limit is the reflection of the surface activity. Further, 
for all soils at liquid limit water content, the equilibrium state is due to consolidation or suction pressure 
of 6 kPa and possesses a small shear strength of 1.7-2.0 kPa despite liquid limits varying over several 
fold. Hence, it is justified in taking e, as the normalizing parameter. Thus, eleL is the generalised soil 
State parameter for saturated soils. In partly saturated soils, an additional parameter to accollnt for partial 
saturahon has to he incorporated in the generalisation m addition to e and e ~ .  It has been shown that 
the pore Water tension due to partial samration can be taken into consideration by the square root 
of degree of saturation fl. Thus, e/elflforms the generalised soil state parameter in the analysis 
of compressibility behaviour of partly saturated, uncemented interacting soils. 

4. Expwimental investigation, results and dimssion 

For direct application to practice, an engineering model consistent with the analytical model has been 
generated experimentally. Soils selected in the investigation had such a variation in liquid limit so as to 
cover the ranges normally encountered in practice. Experiments were conducted for both constant water 
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content and lnundated conditions at two levels: (a) monotonic comprcaaion tests, and (b) efkcr ~f  in^ 
ducted prestress on compressibility behawour. 

In nmnoronic comprcrsion test ic~ics ,  although e'./% lox p plots are distincliy different for differenr 
e!eL a vs log p plats collapse into a narrow band gwing a unique rclationsh~p 

e!eL *= 0-9830 -- 0.2057 log p 

with a high correlation caeifioent of 0.9161. In the above relationship, { ( c h i )  m] 1s the generahscd 
soil state parameter for partly saturated s o h  and p the over hurdsn pressure 10 kPa. This generahsed 
line represents the stdtc line lot partly saturated mls .  With this gcnsralised state h e ,  11 la possible to 
identify the other campatiblc states in partly saturated soils. 

To examins the vahd~ty of thir appruach, two s o h ,  other than thoae used in thc generahsation, were 
taken and experiments conducted for both conslant water content and inundaled conditions. Thclr be- 
haviour was predictcd using the model and the prediction was found to be In agreement with the observed 
values. 

In the effcct of induced stress on compressibility bchaviour test acries, even though r us log p for 
different soils under inundated condition 1s different for a paniculdr pre\liesa level. the e!eL a v s  log 
p for different soils under inundated condition collapses into a narrow band giving a umque rclationshlp 
of the form ele, fi= o - b log p Further. il was found that the slope of the lme joining the inundated 
points, p, was stress dcpendent and a linear relationship between inundated linc slope p vs prestress p 
exlsts which is of the form 

p = 0 5781 - 0 1559 log p 

with a high correlation coefficient of 0.9946. 

Further, under constant water content conhtition, even though e 6 vs log p plots were different for 
diffcrcnt soils for a particular prestress level, tnc e/cL e v s  logp  plots for different so~ls under constant 
water content cond~tion is unique tor a part~cular prestress level. Further, it was seen that the variation 
in the constant water content condition linc slope k almost neglig~ble and an average slope of 0-0367 has 
been used. 

A procedure has been proposed to predict heavc or collapse. 'To examme the validity of the proposed 
procedure to predict heave or collapse, sods othcr than those used in generalisation were taken and 
experiments were conducted for both constant water content and lnunnated conditions. Since the slope 
of generatised constant water content hne is nearly horizontal, it is suggested, for the sake of simplicity, 
that the constant watcr content line be taken as horizontal in the prediction of heave or collapse. 

Slnce the proposed approach 1s able to pred~ct heave or collapse, it should also be possible to predict 
swelling pressure far the reason that when a model can predm heave or collapse, there will be a point 
m the pressure-volume reiationshlp where no hcavc or collqse occurs which defines the swelling pressure. 
For thls a procedure has been presented. 

To examine thc validity of thir approach to predict swelling pressure, extensive data compiled by 
Komornik and Dawd6 were analysed and found that there is good agreement between the predicted and 
the actual values. 

5. Conclusions 

Based on the analysis carried out in this invesrigation the following specific conclusions can be drawn 
with relevance to direct practical application. 
(1) The generalircd state Line for partly satuxatcd soils can be used as an engineering tool to 1dent11y 

other states, r.e., whether cemented, uncemented or prestressed. 
(2) Heave or collapse can be predicted. 



(3) Swelling pressure can be estimated 

It is believed that this innovative approach would provide a ample means to analyse and predict partly 
saturated soil behaviour. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc. (Engng)) 

Simulation of surface profiles due to vapour deposition in straight tines by G. Srinivas. 
Research su~ervisors: M. Satvam and K. Ramkumar. 
~ e ~ a r t m e n t f  Electrical ~om&ication Engineering. 

1. Lotrodnetion 

The development of VLSICs (very large scale integrated circuits) is aided by computer tools1 to analyse, 
ttyerr-reentry and capture the deagn process at various levels - system, behavioural, functional, circuit, 
gate, device, layout and process engineering. Process and device simulation (which go hand in hand) has 
bemme essential2 to predict the performance of a device design before the actual fabrication process- The 
fabrication of an IC includes several suriace modification steps on the wafer whose pattern is defined by 
lithographic masks. Simulation of vapour deposition process is necessary to predict how the thickness of 
metaliisation varies from point to point (profile of depos~ted film) in the interconnection pattern of VLSI 
circuits. 

To simulate film growth by vapour deposition, several models have been proposed and implemented 
in process simulators used by IC industry3.'. But their proprietory nature constrains free access for reuse 
and further development. The models devised so far are reshicted to two dimensions and to particular 
shapes of the substrate (mainly a step shape)'. In the present work, an attempt has been made to develop 
topography simulation software (named ASICDOS) to obtain thickness Variations on any gven arbitran' 
surface in three dimensions due to vapour deposition. 

If the density of molecules is sufficiently low (as is usual in vacuum conditions of deposition), then it 
may be assumed that molecules travel without interference throughout their trajectories (either due to 
physical mllisons with other molecules or chemical interactions). The mobility of the deposited material 
is neglected. The growth of deposition profile is primarily a geomemc effect and these assumptions have 
given good results in the work reported in literature. 

With the above mwiderations, the problem can be stated precisely as follows: 
Given 

(i) a surface S, and 
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(ii) several point sources Oi, 0 2 .  . . each of them emitting material with known rates of emission 
in all diredions. 
Assuming the material sprayed from each source travels in straght lines throughout its flight and 
when intercepted by the surface S, sticks on it without sliding; 
how to calculate the changed surface proiile S(t) after time t? 

The programme ASICDOS takes S and description of sources 0, to 0. as inputs and computes S(t) 
and displays it and its thickness profiles graphically at desired time intervals 

The solution to the problem 1s arrived at by the follomng steps. 
(1) Visibdity determination: As each source 0 'looks' at S, it can deposit material only ,r the portion 

S5 of S(t) vlsible to it. The visible portion .$is determined for each source :', to 0,. 

(2) In a smaU mterval At, an element AS of S grows in thickness due to depos~t~, 1, &am only those 
sources which are visible to it. The net deposition on AS(t] is the sum of the conmbir:ws from 
visible sources. The elements making up S(t) are displaced according to deposition made o r  them in 
time At to give an incremental change to S(t) resulting in S(t + At). 

(3) By concatenating the mcremental changes on S from 0 up to the time ti, due to deposition we get 
from S(0) the final surface S(tJ which is displayed along wlth the thickness profiles over the desired 
contours. 

2. Visibility determination 

Determining the vis~ble portion of objects or complementarily the hidden surface removal is a basic 
problem of computer graphics and therefore we can draw upon and use algorithms from and for graphics 
Of the various algorithms available for h~dden suriace removal, object space algorithms extended to 
~nternai visibility are sudable here far determinmg the visible portion of a surface because the present 
interest is to go back to the original surface and compute its further properties such as thickness profiles, 
resistivity, capacitance, etc. So, for the present visibility determination algorithm (VDA), the object sur- 
face S is projected on to a unit sphere (globe) located around the observer point 0 and sweep technique 
is applied to scan the globe. 

3. Plane sweep and VDA 

The present algorithm (VDA) modifies the plane sweep to sweep the globe and determines the visibility 
of the surface and moreover triangulates the visible polygons of So in the same sweep. Ottman ef a t  
applied plane sweep to Boolean marking of polygonal layers by keeping counters for layers in each 
elementary region and outputting the contours of resulting polygons. Instead, VDA maintains the sorted 
list of polygonal faces in each elementag region of projected map of S on the globe and by projecting 
back on to S and assembling the visihle portions, marks the vimble surface .$ and triangulates it in the 
same sweep using Ghosh's algorithm7. 

4. Implementation and robust geometric computations 

Before displacing according to depos~tion, each triangle is refined into smaller ones, if deposition on it 
is not uniform enough. In implementing the algorithms of ASICDOS, robustness is crucial and much 
effort is spent to tackle degenerate cases and to address issues of robustness. 

5. Generative computer graphics and ASICDOS 

This program also accomphshes Boolean masking of polygonal layers and triangulation of polygons in 
space. Unlike the usual algorithms, VDA renders computer graphic images with h~dden surface removal, 
shading and shadowing even when the light sources are placed inside the object, e.g., at the centre of a 
t o m .  The phases of Moon are simulated to illustrate shadowiog effects from Earth using visibility deter- 
mination in object space. 

6. Testing and validation 

The deposition profiles on a torus which is deposited from a spherically symmetric point source placed 
at its centre are shown. They correspond well with analytic results. 
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Thesis Abstract ( M A .  (Engng)) 

Sparkover and corona current characteristics of air-gaps and electrostatic precipitator 
reometrv under dc/~ulse conditions bv B. S. Raianikanth. 

Research super&: B.  R. ~rabhak;. 

Department: High Voltage Engineering 

1. Introduction 

It is well known that electrostatic precipitators pelform poorly with high resistivity dust due to the 
phenomenon of back corona'. Modem precipifators have overcome the problem of back corona by super- 
posing pulse voltages on dc'. However, there is no universal agreement on the pulse characteristxs such 
as its rise time, width, etc. Hence, an attempt was made to determine the electncai chdracteristics of 
precipitator geometry and other bas~c gaps with dc, and pulses of various rise time and repetition, rate, 
under clean ax conditions, with a mew to obtain design lniormation on the pulse-charged preclpltators. 

2. Experimental set-up and procedure - .  

Experiments were conducted with standard rod-rod and sphere-sphere gap geometries. A prototype wire- 
plate precipitator geometry was designed which corresponds to the dimens~ons of one section uf industrial 
precip~tatot. Helical wires were used for the experiment. 

For dc energization, a 250 kV, 25 mA dc set was used. The output voltage was determined by series 
resistance method. For pulse energication, the following types of pulse generators were drsigned and 
developed. 

1. A 1W-kV millisecond (msj pulse generator consisting of a series of silicon rectifiers with snubber 
drcuitr, across thcm. me output voltage a unfiltered half wave, which was nreasured using a 
1W M ohm resistance divider. 

2. A 210-kV nanosecond (nsj surge generator capable of producing pulses of different repetition rales, 
conrtmaed on the MARX principle, with the normal charging resistors rcpiaced by inductances to 
provide fast charging. 

3. A 100-kv microsecond (ps) pulse generator based on Masuda's circuit3. In the above two cases. the 
output voltage was measured usmg a damped capacitance divider. 

The dc + pulse energization was camed out by superposing the nanosecond pulses on to the dc. 
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3. Results and discussion 

Sparkover characteristics of sphere gap with dc and repetitive pulses present a linear relationship between 
sparkover voltage (SOV) and gap spacings, at both polarities. The SOV was independent of pulse width 
or repetition rate. The independent behaviour of sphere gap towards various energizations can be attri- 
buted to the uniform field existing in the gap. 

Figure 1 shows relative effects of various energizations on the sparkover characteristics [SOC] of rod 
gap at negative polarity. As seen from the figure the ns pulse energization results in highest SOV. This 
is due to the fact that the pulse duration was too short for the streamers to propagate along the gap and 
cause breakdown. Curve B in the figure shows that the presence of dc decreases the total SOV. A 
saturation trend is seen with dc and ms pulse energization at Larger gap spacings. 

Figure 2 shows the bebaviow of wire-plate geometry subjected to various energizations at negative 
polarity. For ms and dc energization, negative SOV was higher than that under positive polarity, whereas 
for pulse energization, the positive SOV was higher than that under negative polarity. In all cases, single 
wirelsection results in lowest SOV. The studies reveal that pulses of ms to ns duration offer an advantage 
of higher SOV as compared to dc by nearly 20-60%. The SOY decreases with increase in pulse width, 
which can be attributed to the low average dc magnitude present in the pulse. Also it has been observed 
that the SOV decreases with increase in pulse repetition rate which is due to the influence of ionic space 
charge in the interelectrode space. 

An important observation from the V-I characteristics of W-P geometry is that even though pulse 
operation results in lower magnitude of average dc current, it is possible to operate precipitator with pulse 
voltages nearly 50% higher than that of dc. The results show that the cment  density varies linearly with 
applied voltage for both dc and pulse energizations. Also it varied Linearly with the increase in pulse 
repetition rate and wirewire spacing. 

4. Conclusions 
The following conclusions are drawn based on the studies conducted: 
1. The SOV of sphere gap is same for dc, pulse and combined dc + pulse energization. 
2. No significant change is observed between dc and ms pulse energization. The ns pulse energization 

results in highest SOV as compared to other energizations. 
3. The SOV of rod gap varies linearly with gap spacings for dc and pulse energization. However, for 

dc + pulse energization, they depend on the dc level and also on the gap spadogs. 
4. The SOV for W-P geometry increases with decrease in pulse width. The SOV with ms pulse energiza- 

tion is 1&20% higher than that of dc. 

5. The SOV of W-P geometry, under pulse energization, at positive polarity is higher than that under 
negative polarity. 



6. The average corona cuxept density under dc is higher than that with pulse energization, for wireplate 
geometry. 

7. The average corona current density, in case of wire-plate geometry increases linearly with increase in 
pulse repetition rate and wire-wire spacing. 

8. Cunent density can be varied independent of the dc voltage by varying the repetition rate. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc. (Engng)) 

Studies in power conditioning systems for pulsed lasers by P. K. Bhadani 
Research supervisors: M. S. Naidu and D. D. Bhawalkar (Organisation). 
Department: High Voltage Engineering. 

1. htroduetion 

Direct current resonant charging and command resonant charging power supply schemes have wide accep- 
tance in laser modulators both in research and indusuy. These schemes have been used in wide range of 
average powers. High-energy lasers requiring megawatt average power modulators operating at a few 
hundred pulses per second bps) employ these schemes1," mese  schemes are also used in high average 
power TEA-C02 lasers (500 W) operating at 100 pps and requiring 10 kW of average input powe?. 
However, these schemes have certain undesirable features, particularly when high average power is re- 
quired at moderate pulse repetition rates. The size of the charging choke tends to become larger as the 
repetition rate becomes lower. At repetition rates of 100 pps and lower, the size of the charging choke 
bemmes comparable to that of the main transformer of the high-voltage dc supply. This makes the overall 
system bulky. At high average power, a command charge switch is required which has to operate with 
both anode and cathode at elevated potential thus requiring high-voltage isolation transformers for heaters 
and gnd circuits of the thyratron switch. In addition to these disadvantages, the resonant charger requires 
a large filter capacitor at the output of the dc supply whose value has to be at least ten times the value 
af the capacitor to be charged. 

In the present work, a laser pulser using a new capacitor charging circuit is proposed. This pulser can 
operate up to a pulse repetition rate of 1W pps when single-phase SO Hz mains supply is used. This has 
several advantages over a resonant charger designed for variable repetition rates up to 300 pps. For 
example, it does not require a high-voltage filter capacitor, charging choke and command charge switch, 
thus making the overall system simple, compact and less expensive while maintaining the same high 
efficiency. 

For high pulse repetition rates (- KHz) another new circuit is proposed which provides high voltage 
gain, inherent command charge capability and high effiaency. In addition, this circuit offers a simple and 
MmPW means far vaIj'ing the voltage on the caI;acitor. 

Two different type  of capacitor-charging circuits proposed in this study are presented and their advantages 
and limitations discussed. 
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FIG l(b) Equivalent clrcuit of frg l(a) for analpta. 

Smgle-phase version of thc capacitor-charging circuit which can operate up to 100 pps is shown in Fig 1. 
If the presence of inductance L is ignored for the time being, then the capacitor C gets charged to the 
peak value of the transformer voltage in quarter cycle of the mains supply (i.e., 5 ms in the case of 50 Hz 
mains). The discharge ic timed to take place (with S closed) at the zero-crossing of the charging cycle. 
For the thyratron (S) to recovcr, power supply must be isolated immediately following the discharge for 
a penod greater than the deionization tune of the thyratron'. 'Ths is achieved by plaang a low-voltage 
SCR in the charging path (Fig. 1). The SCR operates in the self-breakdown mode. 'Thus reacharging does 
not take place immediately after the discharge and is delayed depending upon the SCR breakdown voltage 
and peak of the transformer voltage. This delay is maintamed to be more than the deionization t m e  of 
the thyratron. Thus, the power supply ncver sees the short-circuted thyratron. The voltage rating of SCK 
can be calculated from the nmple expression 

V,, = V, SinWld 

where V, is the peak value of the transformer voltage and id the delonization time of the thyratron. 
For a pcak-charging voltage of 20 kV, a 600 V SCR offers a delay of 100 microseconds. which is more 
than sufficient for the thyratron to recover. 

It 1s seen from the circuit analysis that the above circuit providcs a transformer utilization factor (TUF) 
of 0.48 only. Thus, for a high average output power the size of the transformer will be larger. TIJF is 
further improved by the series inductance L, which i s  present in the transformer as leakage inductancs. 
By proper choicr of leakage inductance and the recharge delay (+), a high TUF up to 0.9 can be achieved. 
In the present experimental studies, a TUF of 0.85 has been achieved. 

2.2. Ctrcuit-1I 

figure 2 shows the diagram of the proposed new arcuit for capaalor chargmg at high pulse repetition 
rates (kHz). The operahon of the circuit is descnbed as follows: Assume that the capacitor is charged 
from the previous cycle and both sw~tches S, and S2 are open. The grid pulse is applied at S, After a 
short interval of time (appromately 5 m~croseconds), another grid pulse is applied at S2. After a short 
internal of time (approximately 5 microseu,nds), another g ~ i d  pulse is applied at S2. Capacitor C now 
dxharges into the load through &. In the meantime, the power supply is charging the inductor L through 
switch S1. The conduction ume of S, is kept longer than the recovery time of S2. Thus, while inductor 
L is being charged, switch S2 idly Iecoven. Aiter the current in inductor L reaches a predetermined 
value, switch S1 is opened by removing the grid pulse. This causes the diode D to become forward 
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Fic 2. Capacitor-charsng circuit for high repetmoo rate laser pulser 

biased, and the power supply and the inductor get connected to capacitor C. Thus the charg~ng energy of 
the capacitor C i s  supplied by both the power supply and the stored energy in the inductor. The peak 
voltage on the capacitor can reach many time the input dc voltage (V) if sufficient energy is stored in the 
inductor during the switch conduction time of SI. After the capacitor C gets charged to the peak voltage, 
dmde D becomes reverse biased and the voltage on C remans at the peak value. Switch SI is again tuned 
on, and after a short interval of time, sw~tch 5'2 is closed to transfer the energy to the load and the cycle 
repeats. In the experimental studies conducted, a voltage gain of 20 has been achieved at a capacitor 
voltage of 1000 V when operating at pulse repetition rates of up to 5000 pps. 

3. Conclusions 

The present studies have resulted in the development of two new capacitor-charging circuits for laser 
modulators. Both these schemes have better features than the conventional resonant-charging circmts, and 
are simple, compact and less expensive while maintaining the same high efficiency as the resonant chargers. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc. (Engng)) 

Analytical and experimental studies on the transient linear motion of the pump delivery 
valve pin of a jerk-pump injection system by A. Vijayan. 
Research supe~sors :  M. V. Narasirnhan and A. G. Marathe. 
Department: Mechanical Engineering. 

1. Introduction 

The delivery valve is a vital element of the injection system. Information a n  actual measurement Of the 
transient motion of the pump delivery valve is not available in literature1. 

Environmental canditions and the limited space constraints render instrumentation for the measurement 
of the transient motion of the delivery valve difficult. The present invest~gation is therefore concerned 
with examining the possible methods of making a reliable measurement of the transient motion of the 
delivery valve, develop the requisite insrmmentatiou and compare the predicted motion from the analytical 
model p r o p s 4  by Srinivasa Murthy' with the measured values. 
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2. Meaurement of trausient linear motion 

Induced output voltage of an electronragnetic transduce~ h a huctiun of the rate of change of dicplacemmt 
of the object and the absolute air gap between the object and the permanent magnet core. Hence, static 
calihratmn is rendcrcd difficult. 

In a capacitive type of transducer statlc calibrauon a simple. The output depends on the permittivity 
of the measuring medium and the area of the capacitor plates. If the measuring medun? is an incomprcsible 
fluid wbose permittivity IS relatively law, as in the case under study, the opersung voltage has to he relatively 
high ar to compensate for this, the area of the plates has to be more. High voltage and increased area of 
plates arc hoth undesirable. 

In the optical method of measurement tlx output can be amplified to the desired level and static calibration 
is poss~ble. Since the output is a function of intensity of lisht it cannot he used aith an opaque medium and 
signal strength a considerably attenuated in translusrent media as in the case under study. Further, the output 
1s generally not hncar. 

In a hnear vanable differentid transformer the movable soR iron core a coupled to the memher whose 
motion is to bc measured. 'Ihe addibonal mass of the movable sofI iron core would therefore affect the 
dynamics of the system under srudy. 

Hall-effect transducers are reported to have a linear output3. It is claimed that the amplifiwtion of the 
output to the deslred level is possible with low noise level and static calibration is simple. This semor is 
sensitive to hi& temperature and pressure. Under such adverse environmental conditions, however, n offers 
the advantage of iemote sensing in the indirect mode of measurement. 
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( a )  Cam angle - deg 

Ro. 3. Comparison of theoretical and experimental cam hits 

3. Preliminary experiments 

The oblect of these experiments was to try the Hall-effect principle in the indirect mode in a simpler 
situation. A rig was set up to measure in the indirect mode, the reciprocating motion produced by a cam. 
A small piece of permanent magnet, about 3% of the mass of the roller tappet and follower, was mounted 
on the cam follower face and the Hall-effect transducer connected to a constant current power supply 
(Fig. 1). The output voltage of the transducer was read from a digital multimeter. The calibration curve 
of lift versus change in transducer output voltage with reference to a datum is shown in Fig. 2. The actual 
displacement n w e  of the cam is compared with the experimentally determined curve (Fig. 3). It is ob- 
served that agieement between the static and dynamic measurements is accurate to better than 2 1.5%. 

4. Measurement of delivery valve pin motion 
The maximum weight of a magnet that can be used in the present study is severely limited in view of the 
low weight (5 to 15 g) of the delivery valve pm. A heavy magnet would inevitably affect the motion of 
the delivery valve pin. The choice is therefore limited to a light and powerful magnet. 

Magnets made of cobalt with rare-earth elements such as samarium-cobalt belong to this new class of 
permanent magnets with magnetic properties far superior to those of femte and Alnico magnets. 
Samarium-eobalt magnets are 4.6 times more poweriul than femte and 11.5 times more powerful than 
Aln~co. Further, samarium-cobalt magnets retain their magnetic flux over considerably longer periods. 

modified del. valve holder 

a1 gauge 

del. valve mth magnene stand 
Sm Co, magnet 

test bed 

FE. 4. Static cdibrauon xr-up. 
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FIG. 7. Compansan of expenmcnt.d and compulalioniii dcllvcry valve lifts 
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Table I 
Measured delivery lift vs crank angle 
Rack. 20 mm 1 cm - 15inV Syced: 400 rpm 

1 1.1 0-10 
7 2.5 0.20 

5.1 0-46 
4 10-0 0-90 
3 15-5 1-30 
6 20-6 1-h(l 
7 21.0 1-63 

8 21.0 1-63 
9 2U.6 1.60 

10 20.6 1.60 
11 19-4 1-56 
12 21-0 1.63 
13 20-6 1.60 
14 19-4 1-56 
15 20-6 1-60 
16 21.0 1-63 
17 20.6 1.60 
18 19 1 1-56 
19 20 6 1.60 
20 19 4 1.56 
21 19 4 1.56 
22 19-4 1.56 
13 19- 1 1.56 
2.1 19.4 1.56 
25 19-3 1.56 
26 19.0 1.50 
27 17-5 1 4 3  
28 11.0 1-00 
29 8-8 0.83 
i 0  7 0 0.70 
31 6.7 0.60 
32 6-0 0.50 
33 3.8 0-33 
34 2.5 0-20 
35 0.0 0-00 

4.1. Cal~braiion 

Corrcspondiig to the geometry of the mudlhed pump delivery valvc holder, mounbng of the samarium- 
cobalt magnpt on the delivery valve pm and the location of the Hall-effect transducer, a test sct-up was 
fabricated to calibrate the transducer (Rg. 4). The cahbration curvc 1s shown m Fig. 5 

1.2. Resvli~ 

An mstmmented Mico 14-mm jerk-pump mjecrion system was run aver a rangc of specds from 200 to 500 
rpm and dischargelcycle of 100 to 600 cu mm. At each camslmit speed. photographs of Lhe transducer 
outpur Voltage as a function of cam angle were obvamed from a doublc-beam Systronics osnlloscope 
Output voltage vs cum sugle and the oxresponding computed results for a lyp~cal test condition arc 
presented in Table I. 
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Transient motion of the pump delivery valve pin determined by using a I-lall-effect transducer in the 
,"direct mode at different test conditions is shown in Fig. 7 and compared with corresponding diagrams 
evaluated by using the computer code developed by Srinivasa Murthy. The agreement between the pre- 
dicted and measured delivery valve pin diagrams is consistently excellent. 

5. Condusions 

The prinnple of Hall-effect in the indirect mode of measurement offers an elegant and reliable technique 
for measuring the transient linear motion of the pump delivery valve pin of a jerk-pump injection system. 
Further, companson of measured and computed delivery valve pin displacement diagrams val~dates the 
analytical formulation and wmputer code developed by Srinivasa Murthy for evaluating pressure-time 
phenomena in a jerk-pump injection system discharging into the ambient. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc.. (Engng)) 

A numerical simulation of laser melting of aiioys by S. V. Raghurama Rao. 
Research supervisor: J. Srinivasan. 
Department: Mechanical Engineering. 

1. Introduction 

Lasers have been used in manufacturing processes since early 70s. In recent years, the study of heat 
transfer and fluid flow in laser melting has received more attention to characterise the temperature struc- 
a r e  in the melt. Hsu er a 6  ', Kou e l  n f i 4  and Sekhar et d presented numerical models of laser melting, 
but had neglected the effect of convection. Majumder and Steen6, Chan er studied laser melting 
process but had neglected latent heat effects. Srinivasan and ~ a s u "  analysed laser melting in a 
rectangular cavity and showed the importance of thermocapiliary flow. Oreper and ~zekeiy" and Kou 
and Sun4 studied the effect of convection in melting of alloys during arc welding. Arc welding differs 
from laser melting in that electromagnetic fluxes influence the flow patterns during arc welding. In this 
work, a finite difference model of laser melting of alloys is developed, including wnvection and latent 
heat effects. 

2. Contribution of the thwis 

The physical model with coordinate system is shown in fig. 1. Three domains are considered, vrz., liquid 
zone, solid zone and two-phase mushy region. A Gaussian heat flux is assumed to impinge on an initially 
solid block of alloy. Vorticity-stream function approach is used for solving momentum equations. The 
dimensionless governing equations are 
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where Ste = CJT, - To)/Ah, Ma = Re Pr, Gr = g P AT p2r2/p2, 0 = ( T  - To)I(T, - To), 7 = Sre FO 
and AT is the maximum temperature difference in the melt, ra the laser beam radius, used as the 
reference length, K and C, are non-dimens~onatised with the solid values. The reference velocity used is 

1 ; 1 ( T I ; ~ T O )  5 = - f o r  themocapillary flow and ij = 2 Grl" for buoyancy-driven flow. 
P'b 

Conductivity is assumed to vary linearly in the mushy zone. An effectwe specific heat C, = l +Ah/ 
(8, - 8,) is used in the mushy zone. The fluid flow is assumed in liquid zone only. The boundary can& 
tions are 

where h, = h ,  + h,., and q = qo exp (- 32) at r = Wrb, !3 = 0; at I = LIQ, 6 018 3 = 0, 6 = 0 along 
all boundaries. 

At the liquid-mushy boundary, vorticity is derived by assuming a quan-stationary, no-slip interface. 
Alternate direction implicit (ADI) method and successive over relaxation (SOR) scheme are used for 
solving the equations. The thermophysical property values are taken from Oreper and ~zekely" and Kou 
and Sun'. 

Loner b e o m  

q r d .  
qcon". 

9 - -r+ 

T=T, 

--- S c L i d  zone 

dTco ,. az* 

FIG. I(=). Pbyrieal model of lawr melting. FIG. I(b). Boundary eond~t~ons used. 
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i in. ,  rimm, 
No. 8 
1 0.88 
2 1.0 

1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
2.0 
2.2 
2-4 

, z  I0 2.6 

Ib i  
11 2.8 
12 3.0 

!a1 (b) 
FIG. 2. I~otherms for (a) conductmn and (b) conveciion tor alummum allay with rb = 1-5 mm 

3. Results 

A 20-LW cW laser is assumed to impinge on a Pat surface The ahsorptlvity of alurnimum alloy 1s assumed 
to be 14%. Same amount of absorbed heat flux is used for steel. The isotherms for the case of pure 
conduction and with themocapillary flow included are shown in Fg. 2 for alurnmlum alloy. l"ne isotherms 
are distorted and the depth slightly decreased when the fluid flow is included, showing the effect o i  
convectmn. The flow pattern, as shown in Fig. 3, indicates two contra-rotating cells. The primary cell, 
near thc pool surface is stronger, as can be seen from the stream function values. Thx stronger primaq 
cell brings cold fluid From the bottom to the top, thus reducing the temperatures near the line of symmetry, 
and hence the depth' On the free surface, the surface tension being higher near the periphery, the l~quid 
is pulled towards the periphery. Thus flow is radially outward. In the case of steel, the distortion of 
isotherms is largcr (Fig. 4). The decrease In depth when convection is included is also more in steel. 
Hence, the effect of convection is more important i?i steel. This is also indicated by the fact that Pr of 
steel IS 30 times higher than that of aluminium alloy. 

This study shows that dunng laser melting of alloys, convection plays a significanl role. The depth of 
the melt decreases with incmasing cunvectian. Width is controlled by heat flux. Buoyance effects can be 
sigmficant tor impurc alloys. 
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FIG 4. lsothcmr far (a) conduct~an and (b) convection with ra = 3.0. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc. (Engng)) 

Development and evaluation of siticon carbide particulate reinforced aluminium compo- 
sites by Debashis Dutta. 
Research supervisors: K. Chattopadhyay and C. G. Krishnadas Nair (HAL). 
Department: MetaUurgy. 

Discontinuous metal-matrix composites of high-strength PIM aluminium alloy matrices reinforced with 
Sic, in particulate or whisker forms, are receiving a great deal of attention for demanding applications in 

' 
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aerospace and automobile ind~stries'.~. The interest In AI-Sic composites is related to their high and 
tailarable s~ecific modulus and strength, easv ada~tabilitv lo conventional metahorkine methods. and - . .  . 
much less dependence of the engineering properties with direction than with continuous composites 

In view of the high specific strength and modulus, a number of prbtotype airframe parts have been 
produced from AI-Sic composites and tested. These composites have also found exciting applications in 
the automobile indushy because of their high wear resistance and low coefficient of thermal expansion. 

The present work is devoted to studies on powder metallurgy processing of Al-SiC particulate compo- 
sites to develop a PiM process suitable for manufacturing these composites for India's aircraft industry. 
This study was necessaly in the absence of published literature on the exact details of PA4 process 
followed for making AI-SIC composites. 

2. Experimental work 

Composites of pure aluminium matrix reinforced with different volume fractions of Sic particulate (5 to 
U )  volume per cent) were made by rwo alternate PIM processing methods. 

In the k s t  method, AlSiC composites were processed by the conventional route of cold compaction 
and sintering. Al-SiC powder mixes prepared by ball milling were cold-compacted and then sinrered in 
dry nitrogen atmosphere. The sintered billets were then extruded at extrusion ratios of 4 and 6.25. The 
processing variables studied and optimised, during the experiments, were mixing time, ball-to-charge ratio 
of ball milling, compacuon pressure, and sintering and extrusion temperatures. The effect of these vari- 
ables on powder characterisitics, microstructure and mechanical properties was studied. 

In the second method, AI-BC composites were prepared by encapsulating the powder mix in specially 
designed aluminium cans, vacuum degassing the canned powder mix for 1 hour at a pressure of 2 X loe5 
Torr and a temperature close to the subsequent hot-working temperature and then hot-pressing the vac- 
uum degassed mix in an available extrusion container fined with a blind die. Hot-pressing load was varied 
to obtnn 100 per cent density billets. The billets were then decanned by machining and extruded a t  a 
single extrusion ratio of 14:l. 

The AlSiC extrusions made by the two PIM methods were compared and the optimum PIM processing 
parameters established through comparative assessment of mechanical properties, microstructure and ten- 
sile fracture characteristics. The effects of SIC volume fraction and particle size and m i o n  ratio on 
mechanical properties and microstructure were also studied during the investigation. 

After establishing the optimum PiM processing method, further work was done for developing SIC 
particulate reinforced composites with a typical high strength 6XXX aluminium alloy as the matrix mate- 
rial. The alloy chosen is a heat-treatable alloy conforming to IS.733-H30, which is a near-equivalent of 
6461 aluminium alloy. H3OSiC composites were heat-heated to T6 temper and the mechanical properties 
assessed and compared with those of similar 6061AI-Sic composites already developed by DWA Compo- 
sites Specialities, Inc., USA. 

3. Results and dirmssian 

The mechanical properties of unreinforced pure aluminium PIM extmsions and of aluminium composites, 
reinforced with 5 and 15 volume per cent of SIC particles, processed by the two PIM methods, are 
presented in Table I. 

A comparison of the mechanical properties of the SIC particulate-reinforced aluminium composites 
made by the two different P/M methods, shows significant property enhancements in the composites 
proxuced by the P/M route of vacuum degassing and hot-pressing over the composites made by wld-pres- 
sing and sintering. The Young's Modulus and percentage elongation of the composites made by vacuum 
degassing and hot-pressing are, in particular, observed to be considerably higher than those made by the 
conventional PIM method. For A1-15 volume per cent SIC, for example, the modulus of the composite 
made by vacuum degassing and hot-pressing is observed to be about 25% higher than the corresponding 
composite made by cold-pressing and sintering. Moreover, the observed modulus of 4 - 5  volume per cent 
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Table I 
Mechanical properties of Al-SiC composites 

SI &Sic composition Densiry Hardness 0.2% UTS Eion- Young's Mo- 
no. process and (% T.D.)" (HB 10) PS (MPn) gation dulrrs (GPaj -- 

 mio on ratio sinre- fimr. sinre. E ~ .  ( M P 4  (%I PZ 
red1 ded red1 ded sent rencol 
Hot- Hot- work (Ej3 
pressed pressed (E) 

1. Unreinforced pure Al. 
(99.7%) P/M extrusion 

a) ER6.25 98 100 19 25 23 67 28 66.5 70 
(cold-pressed & 
sintered)** 

b) ERl4 (vacuum 100 100 25 27.5 29 75 34 71.5 70 
degassed & hot- 
pressed) 

2. Al-5 Vol. per cent S ic  

a) ER 6.25 98 99 46 50 97 137 15 76.5 82.9 
(cold-pressed 8: 
sintered) 

b) ER14 (vacuum 99.7 100 52 56 106 116 24 81.5 82.9 
degassed & hot- 
pressed) 

3. A1.15 volume per cent 
Sic 

a) ER 6.25 (cold- 96-6 98.8 51 54 106 146 6 89.5 110.2 
pressed & sintered) 

h) ER14 (vacuum 99.7 100 55 60 120 156 15 106 110.2 
degassed & 
hot-pressed) 

Percentage of theorerid densty. 
'* ER - Ext-on ratio. 

Sic and AI-15 volume per cent S E ,  processed by vacuum degassing, is in close agreement with the 
theoretical modulus values calculated from Tsai-Halpin equation3. The percentage elongation values, rep 
resenting the ductility of the composites, are also observed to be as much as 60 to 100% higher in the 
composites made by vacuum degassing and hot-pressing over those made by conventional PM. 

Further studies of microstructure and tensile fracture characteristics on the composites revealed that the 
prime reason for the considerable improvements achieved in modulus and ductility of the composites 
made by the PIM route of vacuum degassing and hot-pressing is a much stronger particle-matrix bonding 
and matrix densification achieved because of a cleaner, gas-free and more cohesive matrix and particle- 
ma@k interface produced by vacuum degassing. The other contributory factors leading to higher mechan- 
ical properties in these composites were usage of h e r  S ic  partides of average size of 8 microns compared 
to relatively coarse S ic  partides of average size of 14 microns used for making composites by the conven- 
tional method, a closer matching of apparent densities of aluminium and S E  powders used for ma!& 
composites by the second PtM method and employing a higher extrusion ratio of 14. 
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Table I1 

Mechanical  ropert ties of H3OSiC composites 

Mnteriul Hardness 0.2% PS UTS Elonganon Young's Remnrki 
composition iHB 10) (.MPa) IMPa) (%]  ,Modulus 

W'aJ 

1. W & P M  T6 un- 99 266 307 11 70 
reinforced 
extrusion 

2. H3&1S v/o S ic  110 388 396 6 9i.2 
T6 extrusion 

' (1) Theoretical modulus e 109 GPa, (h) Modulus of 15 v/a LC.6061 DIAL compoiite a 96.5 GPa. 

Table I1 presents the mechanical properties of unreinforced H30 alloy Pihl extrusion and H3Oil5 vlo 
Sic composite made by the P h i  route of vacuum degassmg and hot-pressing and extruded at an extrusion 
ratlo of 14. It can be observed that H30SiC particulate composites developed possess considerably higher 
strength and modulus over the reinforced H30 alloy without appreciable loss m ductility. The strength 
and moduius values of these composites were found to increase with increase in SIC reinforcement volume 
iraction and these properties compare favourably with the corresponding published property levels ob- 
tained on sirnllar SIC particuiate reinforced 6061 aluminium alloy composite developed by DWA Compo- 
site Specialities, Inc., USA. 

The high-temperature mechanical properties of the Sic-reinforced composites were aiso evaluated and 
a distinct advantage was established. For example, for a short time exposure up to 1 hour, H30-15 vfo 
Sic composite has a 175'C usable temperature advantage ovcr the unreinforced alloy. 

4. Conclusions 

1 Silicon carbide particulate-reinforced pure aluminium composites made by the alternative P M  method 
of vacuum degassing and hot-pressing are micro-structurally superior and possess higher mechamcal 
properties compared to the composites made by cold-pressmg and sintering because of the elimination 
of gas from the matrix material, usage of finer S ic  particles, better matching of apparent densities of 
S ic  and aluminium powders and also because of higher extrusion ratio. The modulus values of the 
composites made by vacuum degassing and hot-pressing were in close agreement with theoretical pre- 
dictions. 

2. Fracture of Al-Sic composites, processed by vacuum degassing and hot.pressing and bearing finer B C  
pardcles of average size of 8 microns war found to be ductile and initiated in the form of tensile voids 
at the tips of SIC particles of high aspect ratio aligned along the tensile axis and also by cracking of 
large isolated SiC panicles located close 10 the fracture surface 

3. S ic  particulate reinforced H30 alloy composites were found to possess considerably higher mecha- 
nical properties compared to the unreinforced H30 alloy. These properties were found to be 
comparable to the pubiished property levels of similar 6061 AiS iC  particulate composites developed 
in USA. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc. (Engng)) 

Grinding media wear studies with respect to Kudremukh iron ore by C. S. Gundewar. 
Research supervisors: K. A. Natarajan, U. B. Nayak and K. Satyanarayana (Indian 

Bureau of Mines). 
Department: Metallurgy. 

1. Introduction 

Ore grinding is a cost- and energy-mtensne process in which the wear of balis is a agnificant practical 
problem. Over 50,M tonnes of steel and cast iron is consumed as gnnding med~a every year around the 
world in the wet-grinding of minerals'. Grinding IS an essential and unavoidable procedure precedmg a 
concentration operauon. The total wear of grinding media in mills is contributed by abrasion, impact, 
corrosion and erosion. It has been reported that grinding media wear is about 5-10 times greater in 
wet-grinding than in dry-grinding2. Wear of grinding balls is a serious problem encountered by the mineral 
processing mdustry. Considerable savings in grinding cost could be achieved if the b d  wear is reduced 
even by a small percentage. 

Kudremukh hematite-magnetite deposits are known to be one of the largest single deposits of their 
kind in the world. It is the largest iron ore mine in India designed to produce 22.6 million tonnes of 
crude ore per year with daily production of run of mine ore of about 82,003 tonnes. Ball mill grinding 
is an ~utegral part of processing of Kudremukh ore. As the ore treated per day is very high, the wear 
of balis and subrequent cost due to wear is very high. 

The current study war undertaken with the following oblectives: 

(i) To investigate the mechanicd and metallurgical properties of different grinding ball materials indi- 
genously available. 

(ii) To bring out the various wear mechanisms lnvolved in the dry- and wet-grinding of Kudremukh 
iron ore under different experimental conditions. 

(iii) To evaluate possible methods to minimise ball wear and suggest remedial measures to mitigate ball 
wear in industrial ore grinding with special reference to Kudremukh iron ore. 

2. Experimental programme 

The work has been carried out from a practical point of view. Three types of grinding balls of 25-mm 
size, namely, cast hyper steel, high-chrome cast iron and EN-31 (forged) supplied by Indian manufacturers 
were used, which covers a wide range of chermcal composition, microstructure and medla hardness. While 
hyper steel and high-chrome cast iron balls were cast, EN-31 balls were forged. 

The as received Kudremukh iron ore sample analysed 48.10% Fe and 29.54% SiO, which is the major 
gangue constituent of the ore. The ore was mshed to -10 +30 mesh using jaw-and-roll crusher and 
ribrating screen. Mineralogical analysis of the ore sample revealed the presence of about 37 per cent 
hematite, 2.3 per cent magnetite plus martitised magnetite and 28 per cent quartz which is known to be 
very abrasive. Stoichiometric calculation based on Sulphur analysis indicates that the pyrite content in the 
sample could be about 0.2 per cent. 

Marked ball pinding tests were carried out under different grinding conditions such as dry and wet 
and environments such as flushine, omaen and nitroeen in the mill to studv the ball wear and its 
mechanism with and without the ore u& dj Ihe three-types of balls. The eff& of continuous grinding 
and intempted grinding were also studied with the hwer steel balls in the oresence of ore to throw light 
on different mechanisms of grinding. 

The effect of per cent solids on ball wear and grinding efficiency was evaluated with the hyper steel 
balk. As the ore contains 0.2 per cent pyrite, the effect of addition of pyrite in the range 0.2 to 10 per 
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cent was mvestlgated using hyper steel and high-chrome cast won balls. In aomc studles, sodlum mtnte, 
a cunasian inhibitor, was used to know its role in rcducing corrosive wear of hyper steel halls 

Various physico-chemical parameters influencing hall wear in the grinding of Kudremukh Iron ore are 
discussed. 

3. Results m d  conclusions 

Results of marked bail gnnding tests indicated that the ball wcar increased with tune and showed a sharp 
incrcase for wet-grinding ovcr dry-grinding for all types of balls. Figure 1 illustrates the ball wear (kg/ 
tonnc of ore) as a function of time under ddferent gnnding condit~ons for hyper stcel balls. In wet- 
grinding, the ball wear was found to he more in the presence of oxygen followed by closed mill and was 
h e  least in nitrogen atmosphere The wear of EN-31 forged balls also followed the same pattern as hyper 
steel balls though the magNtude of ball w a r  was less due to its hardness and mlcrostructurc. But the 
behaviour of high-chrome cast iron balls was found to be different and their wear m an oxygen atmosphere 
was the least in wet-grinding. This is attributed to the parsivation effect due to the presence of 11.7 per 
cent chromium in the balls. It is known that with inc~ease in chromium content. wcar of grinding media 
decrcases3. Undcr all conditions of grinding the order of ball wear was hyper stcel > EN-31 > hgh- 
chrome cast iron. 

The cEciency of grinding in terms of product passmg 200 mesh was found to be similar for all thc 
three types of balls. The bar chart in Fig. 2 compares the ball wear for all types of balls as a Eunctmn 
of 80 per cent product passing 200 mesh, which is usrd as a measure of grinding efficiency The ball 
wear for dry-grinding could not be represented m c e  the product of desired size could not be obtained 
even after 90 minutes of grinding. It could be seen that a product of 80 pcr cent passing 200 mesh could 
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FIG. 1. Ball wear is a function of time under Qffemnt fie. 2. Bar than Eompanng hall wear at 80 per cent pas- 
grinding condinons. sing ZW mesh under different wet-gnnding wnditions. 



be obtained after about 37 minutes of grinding using any of the above types of balls, but the magnitude 
of wear differs from ball to ball. The results of interrupted grindlng against continuous grinding indicate - - 
that the impact of corrosive wear is felt more and more as the period of grinding is increased continuously. 
' h e  order of ball wear under different tumbling conditions in the absence of ore was found to be the 
same as in the presence of ore but the magnitude of ball wear was much less. It is evident that the ball 
wear in the absence of ore is mostly abrasive in nature and ball-ball abrasion contributes less towards 
the total wear. The major contribution cames from ball-mineral abrasion and other factors. 

The best results in terns of reduced ball wear coupled with satisfactory grinding efficiency were ob- 
tained with 70% solids. Pulp viscosity is known to exert a major influence on ball wea?. Abrawve and 
eromve wear is intluenced by the rheological praperties of the slurry. The influence of oxygen on the 
corrosive wear of grinding balls is increasingly felt only if sulphide minerals such as pyrite are also present 
m the ore. It is reported that the presence of pyrrhotite significantly increased the corrosive wear of mild 
steel and HCLA steel ballss. The corrosive wear of the balls can be reduced to a certain extent with the 
addltion of sodium nitrite, a good inorganic corrosion inhibitor. 

Since it may not be practical to change the environmental conditions inside the grinding mill, other 
acceptable methods to rninimise ball wear could be: 

a) To develop proper heat-treatment procedures for the grinding balls to make them better abrasion 
and erosion resistant. 

b) Design of appropriate cathodic protection methods to reduce corrosive wear of the balls in grinding 
mills. 

c) Control of alloy composition to achieve good abrasion, erosion and corrosion resistance. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc. (Engng)) 

Some studies related to quasicrystalline materials by A. Srinivasan. 
Research supe~sors: E. S. R. Gopal and V. Sasisekharan. 
Department: Instrumentation and Services Unit. 

Thc observation of a coherently diffracting Al-Mu alloy phase with crystallographically forbidden 
imsahedral ( m z  or 532) point group symmetry' marked the advent of a new class of materials called 
quasicrystals. Soon alloy systems possesdog other crystallographically disallowed rotational axes such as 
8-, 10- or 12-fold were also reported. These materials seem to question the fundamental concepts of 
crystallography by exhibiting long-range order without possessing a periodic lattice. These alloy phases 
cannot be ignored as curiosities since alloy phases with forbidden rotational symmetries have been ob- 
served in many systems such as Al-Li, Fe-Ni, etc., which are of great technological importance. 
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The two major features that hinder our full understanding of these materials are (1) thelr minute size 
(the largest of the stable grains grown so far measure a few millimetres in size), and (2) the presence of 
nystallographicaily forbidden symmetry groups The x-ray diffraction photographs of single grain quasi- 
crystals show very few measurable reflections, from whch it is very difficult to deduce the atomic arrange. 
rnents in these materials. Tnis problem is not yet solved. 

Non-periodic ti~ings'.~ help us understand the main features of the diffraction from these materials. 
These tilings can be generated in I-, 2- or 3-D and they coherently diffract as shown by their computed 
Fourier transforms. Projection and the multigrid method are the two most popular ways of generatmg 
these non-periodic tilings. 

2. Investigations and discussion 

In this work, two p~eces of work related to quasicrystals have been reported 

The first concerns the estimation of physical properties such as the coefficient of thermal expansion4 
and h e a r  compressibiiity. The coefficient of thermal expansion4 and the linear compressibilit~ of rapdly 
solidified Al-Mn and Al-Fe were reported to be anisotropic. Such an observation is unusual since an 
iwsahedral quasicrystal with m% or 532 point group symmetry is expected to be isotrodc. To verifv the . . . - . .  . . 
same, the second- and fourth-rank tensors which represent properties like the coefficient of thermal expan- 
sion and linear com~ressibilit~, res~ectively, were subjected to the svmmetrv o~erations of the lcosahedral . . .  
(532 or m 5 )  and d;cagonal il01m'or 101nk) pomt &ups. These studies clearly revealed that an isolated 
icosahedral grain or a random conglomerat~on of icosahedral grains embedded in a glassy matrix cannot 
give rise to the observed amsotropy in these physical constants. On the other hand, a decagonal grain 
exhibits transveme isotropy, ie., a cyhdrical isotropy about one axis. Hence, it is possible that the 
samples used in these  experiment^',^ might have contamed a preponderance of decagonal grains. The 
presence of decagonal phase and the coexistence of both icosahedral and decagonal phases in these alloy 
systems are known. 

These studies6 trigger many derivative questions like the condition under which the icosahedral or 
decagonal phase forms, their relative abundance at any given alloy composition, etc. This study by itself 
is a measure of the complexities associated with quasicrystds. 

The second piece of work concerns the generation of non-periodic tihgs. A careful study of a simple 
procedu~e".~ for generating 2-D non-periodic tilings has been made. This method makes use of the self- 
similarity principle to arrive at the required number of riles uith which one can tile the plane with any 
required symmetry. This method also uses inflation rules with which the tiling can be generated, The 
generation procedure is explained taking 5-, 7- and 10-fold non-periodic tilings as examples. To fully 
undentaud the difhction properties of these non-periodic tilings, their Fourier transforms have been 
computed. Algorithms pertaining to the generation procedure and Founer transform computations are 
given in some detail. One interesting aspect of this generation procedure is the possibility of generating 
more than one tiling with the same n-fold symmetry by using higher order inflation rules. This possibility 
is exploited to generate three different 10-fold tilings. Once again, the Fourier transforms of these tilings 
have been computed to facilitate a comparative study of their diffraction properries. These studies reveal 
that though these tilings have many common features, there are indeed some subtle differences amongst 
them. Some possible reasons for these observations have been offered. 
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